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‘I’m three 
months
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Liam crushed 
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DD COUPLE
volta is hopelessly 
to... Pitbull! 

ase star joins the 
stage during 

Morning America 
nce in New York 
gushes, “He’s 

urite. I love him.” 

GIVE US MOORE,
SHEMAR!
If you’ve got it, flaunt it. 
Former Criminal Minds star 
Shemar Moore just can’t 
keep his kit on while 
walking the red carpet 
at the Monte Carlo TV 
Festival in Monaco. Not 
that we’re complaining...

‘We go 

together...’

BAD MUMS REUNITE
Kristen Bell and Mila Kunis are
totes ready to party like a mother
as they hang out at the MTV
Movie & TV Awards in California.
Now where’s the bar?

‘Did you set 

up a tab?’

‘Eff...’

THE OD
John Tra
devoted
The Grea
rapper o
his Good
performa
City, andy,
my favou

‘Free the nipples!’



GRAND ENTRANCE

Thanks to the gorge Chopard
necklace hanging around her
neck, Rihanna shines bright
like a diamond at the Fenty 
X Stance event in New York
City, which raises money 
for the singer’s Clara Lionel 
Foundation. Take a bow, Ri!

‘You can 
stand under my...  
spagheti... eti... eti’

‘... Like rama lama 
lama ka dinga da 

dinga dong’

GOOD GRACE! 

Ain’t no tears to see here, 
people! Chloe Grace Moretz
has her revenge red lippie 
on following her split from 
Brooklyn Beckham as she 
hits the Come As You Are

premiere in Paris.
Looking fierce, girl!

‘I still Kick Ass...’
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Soz, can’t talk... I’m
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Brandon
EDITOR

Blue Ivy’s face  
says it all!

‘I  just threw 

up in my mouth 

a litle bit’

Som

make it stop!

Y  

 

 

Love 

 

Her parents’ 
PDA proves 
too much!

Beyonce and Jay-Z may think their love is a sweet
dream, but for their daughter Blue Ivy it’s a
beautiful nightmare! Yep, the eldest Carter child 
was mortified at seeing her superstar parents – 
who are believed to be expecting their fourth child 
(see page six) – packing on the PDA during their 
On The Run II show in London on June 15. And  
we don’t blame Blue for her reaction, as Bey-Z’s 
on-stage shenanigans included video footage of 
them in bed together and a shot of Bey shaking her 
bedazzled booty. Someone get these two a room!

Blue’s not so crazy
about Bey-Z’s love!

n 
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‘Someone
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dinky diva 
s an eyeful
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This 
week’s

moment
OMG

IT’S EMME 
FROM THE 

BLOCK!
The apple didn’t fall far from the 

tree for Jennifer Lopez’s daughter 
Emme! Last week, the singer 

shared a video from Emme’s dance 
recital, where the 10-year-old 
danced the night away to her 

mamma’s anthem Jenny 
From The Block.  

So cute!

J.Lo, her boyfie Alex 
Rodriguez and ex 

Marc Anthony were 
one big, happy  
fam at Emme’s 

dance recital 

Australia’s FASTEST-GROWINGweeklymag!
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No wonder
Jay, 48, and Bey
are knocked up –
they can’t keep
their hands of

each other!

CRAZY IN LOUVRE
Bey-Z dropped a surprise nine-track

album on June 16, which includes the
trackApes**t. Proving just how powerful

they are, the couple shut down The Louvre
museum in Paris to film the video!

Beyonce&Jay-Z

BUBNUMBER
FOUR’SONTHEWAY

Bey bumps 
out on stage

T
hey’ve just surprised  
the Beyhive with the 
release of their joint album 
Everything Is Love, but 
Beyonce and Jay-Z  

have even more good news to share  
– they’re having another baby!

Yep, the king and queen of music  
– who are already parents to Blue  

Ivy, six, and one-year-old twins  
Rumi and Sir – have had the eyes  
of the world on them since they  
kicked of their On The Run II world 
tour on June 6. And fans reckon Bey, 
36, has been flaunting a growing  
baby bump on stage too!

“It’s so obvious that Beyonce is 
pregnant again,” one audience 
member from the couple’s June  
16 concert in London tells NW 
exclusively. “Firstly, Bey’s performance 
was nowhere near as high-energy  
as she normally delivers – especially 
compared to her Coachella set  
in April. Plus there were so many  
‘outfit changes’ during the gig, and 
they took a lot longer than usual.  

It looks like it’s taking its toll on  
her stamina already.”

Meanwhile, one particular detail in 
Queen Bey’s tour wardrobe has fans 
even more adamant she’s got a bun in 
the oven. The singer fuelled the baby 
buzz by rocking a gold minidress with 
a red heart covering her bump. Well 
that’s one way to put your love on top.

“If you notice on Beyonce’s dress  
a heart is located on the mid-section. 
I’m convinced that there is a little angel 
growing inside. Heart represents Heart 
beat,” one fan speculated on Twitter.

“Everyone thought that the twins 
Rumi and Sir would complete the 
family,” adds a source. “But Bey thinks 
that four kids is the perfect number.” 

Another child 
is destined  
to join the 
Carter clan!

Baby bump?

RUMOURS  
ON THE RUN

Fans have been 
blowing up the internet 

with pregnancy talk 
ater seeing Bey’s 

performances. 



ROM
ER

They appeared to have called a
truce, but Paris Hilton has reignited 
her 12-year feud with Lindsay Lohan 
a�er she announced the actress 
won’t be attending her nuptials  
to fiancé Chris Zylka. Burn!

“If you don’t have anything nice  
to say, don’t say anything at all,”  

the bride-to-be quipped when asked
last week if she’d be extending an 
invite to her old party pal.

And don’t expect Paris, 37, to show 
up for Lindsay’s big day either. Once 
she finds herself a hubby, that is!

“No, I’m very busy,” she tells  
TMZ. “I choose to not surround 

myself [with] certain people... Life  
is too short.”

Lindsay, 31, and Paris were once 
thick as thieves, but famously fell  
out in 2006 a�er Paris was filmed 
laughing hysterically as her then- 
boyfriend Brandon Davis called 
Linds a “firecrotch”. Ah, memories!
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‘YOU’RE BANNED
FROM MY WEDDING!’

Paris vs Lindsay

Hayden Panettiere has bravely battled postpart
depression since the 2014 birth of her daughter
But despite multiple stints in rehab, the still-stru
mum hasn’t been able to find her footing – and
fear she might be boozing away her baby blues

“It’s been three years... there’s concern that t
more than just postpartum, and that she’s actu
succumbed to her old temptation – alcohol,” a

tells USStarmagazine. “She has issues wir

depression and uses it to cope... an
visit to rehab could only do he

Also getting theNashville
down is the fact her bab

and fiancé Wladimir K
has taken Kaya bac
Ukraine. “His mum
to parent her now
be upsetting for H
continues the so
had to do what’s
daughter, but h
Hayden. He jus
to get well.” He

pHayden’s secret p

Former Mad Men co-stars Jon Hamm 
and January Jones are apparently 
hooking up on the down-low. OMG! 

The stars, who both live in LA’s  
Los Feliz neighbourhood, have 
reportedly been busted sneaking  
in and out of each other’s homes  
at all hours.  

“They were always flirtatious 
[during filming],” a source reveals. 
And now that Jon, 47, is finally single 
– the actor split from his long-term 
partner, Younger star Jennifer 
Westfeldt, in 2015 ater 18 years 
together – it opened the door for 
things to turn romantic with  
single mum January, 40.

 “They’re coy about it, but their
chemi
the so

The controversial Church of
Scientology have been looking
Down Under for their newest celeb 
recruit – and sources say they want 
to welcome Bindi Irwin into the 
fold. Eek!

According to former Scientology 
Celebrity Center operative Steven 
Mango, the popular wildlife warrior, 
19, would be seen as a great way  
to help the church recruit more 
members in Australia.

“I can tell you with certainty that 
[they] want Bindi as their next 
celebrity poster child and recruiter,” 
he tells the National Enquirer. 

Thankfully a source close to the 
Irwin family claims Bindi’s mother, 
Terri, 53, would “never” let Bindi or 
her brother Robert, 14, join. Phew!

MAD ABOUT JON!
January’s

urce.

‘SHE’S THE
PERFECT 

POSTER GIRL’

Scientology 
targets Bindi

Paris is 
reportedly 

inviting more 
than 200 guests 

to her November 
wedding, but  
LiLo wont be  
one of them

The actress  
is feeling  

low ater her 
babydaddy 

Wladimir took 
their daughter 

with him to  
the Ukraine



ZOE’S GENDER
FLUID HOUSEHOLD
AvataractressZoeSaldanahas
revealedshe’s raisingher threeboys
– twinsCyandBowie, three, and
Zen,one– ina“genderneutral
environment”. “Myhusband [Marco
Perego]participates ina lotof tasks
thatwerenormallygiven towomen
andviceversa. I get todoa lotof
male things,which is, I don’t know,
put theTV together, fix things
thatbreak,”
Zoe, 40,
shares. “It’s
important
to raise
boys in that
environment,
andgirls
aswell.”

LIZA: ‘I DON’T
APPROVE OF RENEE
PLAYING MY MUM’
LizaMinnelli has slammedreports
she’sbondedwithReneeZellweger,
49,who isplayingLiza’smum, the
lateJudyGarland, in theupcoming
biopicJudy. “I havenevermetnor
spoken toReneeZellweger,” Liza,
72,wroteonFacebook. “I donot
approvenor sanction theupcoming
filmaboutJudyGarland inanyway.
Any reports to thecontraryare100
per cent fiction.”Ouch!

MEL B FINDS
LOVE AGAIN
Scary SpiceMel B finally has
a reason to smile – she’s got a
newman in her life! “Thewayhe
makesme laugh and smile gives
mebutterflies beyondbelief,”
themother-of-threewrote on
Instagram lastweekwhile keeping
quiet onher new flame’s identity.
“Everything about himmakesme
more thanhappy andgrateful!”
Meanwhile, the new romance
followsMel, 43, being granted a

straining
rder against
er ex-
usband
tephen
Belafonte,
whoalso
previously
filed one
againstMel.
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Six years a�er they enjoyed a passionate fling,
Charlize Theron and Alexander Skarsgard have hit the
reboot button on their romance a�er reconnecting
on the set of their new comedy Flarsky.

And this time the duo are so confident that things
are going to work out that Charlize, 42, has already
introduced the Big Little Lies hunk, 41, to her kids
Jackson, six, and August, three.

“They’re keeping it as private as they can, but it’s
hard to hide... The first time they laid eyes on each
other all those years ago, there was an attraction,”
says a source. “Charlize swears and has a wicked
sense of humour which he loves. Alexander is a
serious guy, a deep thinker, and she loves that.”

‘THEY NEVER
STOPPED LOVING

EACH OTHER!’

Charlize & Alexander

They filed for divorce back in 2005 a�er just five
months of marriage, but One Tree Hill’s Sophia 
Bush and Chad Michael Murray are still at each 
other’s throats. Yep, during an interview with Andy 
Cohen earlier this month, Sophia, 35, revealed  
she felt pressured to wed Chad – who played her 
character Brooke’s on-of boyfriend Lucas – in 
order to make life easier for the OTH cast and crew.

“It was not a thing I actually really wanted to do,” 
she explains. “How do you let everyone down... 
when you have bosses telling you that you are the 
only person who gets a person to work on time, 
and 200 people either get to see their kids at night 

or they don’t because our days start on time.”
Chad, 36, immediately hit back on Twitter, 

hinting that his ex was telling porky pies.
“Gosh I love cartoons. Entertaining, educational 

& make great GIFs,” he wrote alongside a GIF  
of Disney’s most famous liar Pinocchio.

Meanwhile, his rep claimed that the story was 
“ludicrous” and that Chad “would never marry  
for any reason but love”. Hours later, Chad’s 
current wife Sarah Roemer, 33, got involved by 
throwing some shade on Insta. “Wait a second... 
my producers also made me marry Chad Michael 
Murray! #doitforthecrew,” she wrote. Savage!

EXES’ WAR OF WORDS!

Chad Michael 
vs Sophia

There’s certainly 
no love lost 

between the 
former spouses

Chad and 
Soph’s OTH 
characters 
didn’t last 

either



W
hether it was reality
TV, scripted drama
or something in 
between, The Hills 
kept us obsessed 

during its six seasons. Now, eight 
years a�er the show ended in 2010, 

Stephanie Pratt, 
Brody, Spencer, 

Heidi, Kristin, 
Audrina and Lo 
Bosworth had 
us addicted to 

their dramz 

t’s coming back. Oh. Em. Gee!
A reboot efort earlier this year

izzled, but an insider confirms that
MTV is moving forward with it again.

“With all the success networks have
had with reboots, they’re desperate
to bring The Hills back,” reveals the
mole. “They’ve reached out to all the
show’s stars and will be announcing
the new season soon!”

When it debuted in 2006, the
Laguna Beach spin-of followed the
lives and romantic dramas of Lauren 
Conrad, Heidi Montag, Audrina 
Patridge and Whitney Port. 

A�er LC quit the show, her Laguna 
rival Kristin Cavallari replaced her  
as the main star. But word is it’s 
Audrina who’ll be taking on that  

role this time round. Get it, girl!
“I don’t know if Kristin can do it

because she’s doing her show Very
Cavallari,” Audrina, 33, told Life &
Style magazine at a June 3 event
in Malibu. “I don’t think Lauren
would [do it either].”

But Audrina is 100 per cent open to
stepping back in front of the cameras.
Although she insists her daughter
Kirra, two, won’t be a part of it.

“There was so much drama last
time and it started afecting our real 
lives,” Audrina notes. “I don’t want  
to bring my daughter into that.”

Audrina – who also starred in her 
own VH1 reality series Audrina in 2011 
– is confident that Heidi, 31, would 
also come back, as would her bad boy 

it

fi
M

Audrina will finally
take centre stage

as the Hills’
leading lady

The original 
star of the 

show Lauren 
won’t be 
returning

ex Justin Brescia aka Justin Bobby.
As for the other boys? “Brody Jenner, 
Spencer Pratt and Frankie Delgado 
are still working out their deals,” 
dishes the source. “But MTV is anxious 
to make the announcement soon.”Yaaass! The rest is 

no longer going to 
remain unwritten

MoveoverLC

AUDRINA’S STARRING 
IN A HILLS REBOOT!

Bring it on!
 

CASE OF 
THE EX

No doubt Audrina won’t want to 
include her ongoing battle with ex 

Corey Bohan in the Hills reboot either.  
In new court docs obtained last week, the 
Aussie BMX rider denied Audrina’s claims 

that he has been harassing her. In fact, 
Corey – who split from Audrina in 

September – says he only communicates 
with her via the website Talking 

Parents, a service that keeps 
records of conversations 

between parents. 
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Mariah’s fears
forJames

‘PLEASE 
GET

HELP!’

The Aussie 
billionaire has 

had a bit of  
a rough ride  

of late

Thestar’s stressingover
herex’sextrakilos

F
ollowing recent reports that  
his weight has ballooned to 150kg, 
Mariah Carey is said to be seriously 
concerned over her ex-fiancé
James Packer’s health.

While the pair’s engagement 
didn’t exactly end amicably back
in October 2016, sources say 
Mariah has nevertheless 
reached out to the Aussie 
billionaire, who recently spent 
five weeks undergoing mental 
health treatment in the US. 

“Mariah heard that he’s not 
doing so well right now. She feels
terrible about it,” reveals NW’s insider.
“They may have had a nasty split, but  
Mariah would never wish him ill or want 
anything bad to happen to him.

“The word is that she’s reached out to him  
to clear the air and let him know that she’ll 
always be there for him if he needs it. Mariah 
knows he’s going through a rough patch and 
hopes that if he needs to continue treatment, 
he won’t hesitate to do that.”

Like Mariah – who recently slimmed down 
via a suspected gastric band – James has  
long struggled with his yo-yoing weight.  

Mimi’s beaten 
her own battle 
with the bulge 

James and his 
new love Kylie 

Lim stroll in  
St Tropez  

on June 19

The father-of-three, 50, eventually turned  
to gastric band surgery in November 2011  
and managed to drop 35kg.  

“Now my stomach sends messages to my 
brain saying the whole time: ‘I’m full.’ 

How good’s that?” he said of his 
successful surgery. 

But sadly it seems the Aussie 
mogul’s food demons have 
come back to haunt him – and 
it’s got empathetic Mariah, 48, 

calling a ceasefire.  
“There’s nothing romantic  

there anymore, but this has made 
Mariah realise that life is short and 

there’s no need for there to be any bad 
blood between them. They were barely civil  
to each other before, but she doesn’t see why 
they can’t put the past behind them and try  
to be friends,” spills the source. 

“Speaking out about her battle with bipolar 
disorder was a big deal for Mariah and she’s  
so glad that she took that step. She’s become 
a lot more open about therapy and treatment, 
and it makes sense that she would reach  
out to James a�er going through a similar 
thing – despite everything that went down 
between them.”

‘SHE  
DOESN’T 

WANT 
ANYTHING 

BAD TO 
HAPPEN’

in a
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The star  
says she’s 
‘ready’ to 
be a mum

The pair have 
sparked 

whispers their 
bromance has 
turned into an 

actual romance

BUB NUMBER 5!
James Van Der Beek and his wife 
Kimberly are now seriously 
outnumbered ater welcoming  
their fith child Gwendolyn via  
a home waterbirth on June 15. 
“I’ve been in bliss these last few 
days,” the “thrilled” former 
Dawson’s Creek star, 41, gushed on 
Instagram. Little Gwendolyn joins 
the couple’s other children Olivia, 
seven, Joshua, six, Annabel, four, 
and Emilia, two. Congrats guys!

NICOLE & LENNY’S 
(ALMOST) BIG  
LITTLE REUNION
They were once secretly engaged, 
and now Lenny Kravitz, 54, has 
hinted that he was almost cast as 
Nicole Kidman’s abusive hubby in 
Big Little Lies! “The word that came
back to me was that, if I was the 
only black man on the show, they 
didn’t want me doing what it was 
that I would be doing. So that  
ended up not 
happening,” 
reveals the 
singer, who’s 
daughter Zoe, 
29, ended up 
being cast in 
the hit series.

IS JOCELYN A CAT  
BURGLAR?
A New York jewellery store claims 
Jocelyn “Catwoman” Wildenstein 
skipped out on a $338,000 bill for 
high-end bling. Regal Jewelry and 
Git Shop claim the socialite, who’s 
filed for bankruptcy, put down  
a deposit of $83,900 on a five- 
piece emerald and diamond set  
in 2017, but the cheque and other 

ayments 
ounced.  
ow
ocelyn, 72, 
laims she 

doesn’t 
know 
where the 
pricey 
pieces are.
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MORE THAN
MATES?

John Mayer and Andy Cohen’s ultra-cosy 
bromance has fans suspecting there’s 
something more going on between them. 

“Do you think people wonder if we’re in  
a secret relationship?” a flirty John asked 

Andy when he appeared on Watch What 
Happens Live last month to help the 
Real Housewives head honcho ring  
in his milestone 50th birthday. 

“All my team does. Best birthday 
ever,” Andy replied, before giving  
the singer a pash on the lips! 

And it wasn’t a kiss the one-time 
ladies’ man was about to turn down! 
John, 40, half-joked that scandal-
plagued romances with stars like 
Taylor Swi�, Katy Perry and Jennifer 
Aniston have made him a no-go zone 
for any other Hollywood hotties, so  
he appreciates his tight bond with 
Andy even more.

Still, Andy insists that, for now,  
he and John haven’t made the jump 
from besties to bed buddies, saying 
last week, “We have a very sweet 
friendship, and we are together all  
the time. We also have a great love  

for each other.” If you say so, fellas!

Andy & John

Mandy’s baby news

‘I’M ADOPTING!’
Mandy Moore has revealed 
she’s keen for life to imitate 
art, with the actress admitting 
that her role as adoptive 
mum Rebecca on This Is Us 
has inspired her to adopt  
in real life! 

“Adoption is something  
I’ve always thought I wanted. 
It’s definitely become more 
prominent in my mind 
because I’m part of the show 
and find myself at a similar 
crossroads in my life,” says 
the star, who is set to tie 
the knot with muso Taylor 
Goldsmith, 32. “I’m going  
to be married soon and  
Taylor and I both want our 
own children and to adopt.  
I hope that’s on the cards.”

Speaking of the weddi
Mandy, 34, recently spille
that it could “happen at
a moment’s notice”.

“Maybe I won’t even te
people and they’ll just
show up at the house an
it will just unfold,” says t
low-key star, who adds
that it won’t be “some
l h f

ng,
ed 

ell

d
he 

lavish afair”.

Mandy and her 
fiancé Taylor 
have babies  
on the brain
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... but now she can barely
open her eyes when she

smiles thanks to excessive
cheek filler and Botox

Kim was fresh-faced 
and (relatively) 

natural back in 2011...

THEN

NOW

Eek! It’s time to 
step away from 
the needle, Keeks!

I
t’s no secret that Kim 
Kardashian’s very famous 
face has changed since 

more than a decade ago.

 
her face anymore. She’s been 

Botox she’s had injected in there 
NW’s 

Kardashian insider. “Word is 

 

adds the source. 

 
Today  

 
host Hoda Kotb and former 

 
 

 

 
 

surgeon Dr Dave David agrees 
that Kim’s constant need to erase 

NW. “She [has] 

concerns are starting to reach 
 

Today
 

round of treatments. 

 

insider. “Whenever she says 
she’s going to go for more of  
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KIM’S SURGERY
NIGHTMARE

Herfaceis
aralysed!’

5TIMESKIM
TRIEDTO

expr�s herself

‘Oh shiz
– I totes

let the hair
straightener on’

‘North told
me I had a

wrinkle this
morning –
the nerve!’

‘Wait!
Joey

didn’t end
up with

Dawson?!’

‘I could
totally go
a burger

right
now’

‘Kanye’s gone 
and done 

what now?!’

‘Kim keeps fixing and fixing, 
but there’s nothing to fix.  
She clearly can’t see what  

she looks like,’ The Good Place 
actress Jameela Jamil blasted 

last week. ‘None of [the 
Kardashian-Jenners] can  
see what they look like.  
I just feel sad for them’ 

Kimmy’s got all the feels – not that 
you can tell by her frozen face!

SAD?

CONCERNED?

SHOCKED?

HAPPY?

SURPRISED?

(AND FAILED!)



NWnews

Miley

The couple looked 
‘tense’ in LA on  

June 17. ‘The shine  
is wearing of,’ adds  

a source

Miley can’t stop, won’t 
stop dragging her feet 

when it comes to 
planning her nuptials 

– and her fiancé Liam’s 
had enough!

NEW
PICS!

E XC LU
S I V E
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M
iley Cyrus
and Liam
Hemsworth’s
romance has
always been

something of a rollercoaster.
ButNW’s learnt of devastating
claims that the couple have
once again pressed
paused on their
engagement.
Noooooo!

What’s more,
Miley – who’s no
longer wearing her
engagement ring
– has reportedly
moved out of the Malibu
home she and Liam share as
they work out whether or not
they still have a future together.

“She’s been spending more
time at her parent’s house.
She still loves Liam... she’s just
not sure if she can marry him,”

alleges the insider.  
“It seems like she just 
needs some time to 
herself to have a bit  
of a think about what 
she really wants.” 

On June 17, the  
pair were seen leaving  
a US Father’s Day lunch 
at Nobu in Malibu with 
Miley’s folks Billy Ray  
and Tish. But fellow 

hardly seemed in the
mood for celebrating,
with one onlooker dishing,
“Things were really
tense between Miley and
Liam... Like they wanted
to be anywhere but with
each other.”

Miley, 25, has always
admitted that she’s in no
rush to put on a white
dress and walk down the
aisle to the Aussie hunk.

“I don’t envision
marriage,” she said last
September. “I hope I get
to live a little bit more.
I have too much living to
do [before I get married].”

The singer also says that
she got seriously stressed
out planning her and

pair originally got engaged
in June 2012 before calling it
quits the following September.
They then got back together
in January 2016.)

Liam, however, is beyond
ready to settle down and start
a family. “I’m sure I’ll go down
that road and it will feel right,”
the actor, 28, says of having kids.

He’s even taken to wearing

in recent months and
shared a snap of

his own parents’
wedding day.
Hint, hint
much?!

But Miley’s
just not reading

the signs.
“I mean, we all

think it’s completely
ridiculous at this point that
they’re yet to make things

“It’s been two years since
they got re-engaged but they
haven’t made any start on

planning the wedding at all. You 
really do have to feel for the poor 
bloke. I mean, Liam’s proposed 
twice now – and still no walk 
down the aisle. Why would Miley 
say yes to his proposals if she 
knows full well that she doesn’t 
really want to get married? It just 
seems a bit cruel to me.”

Now, pals think it’s time Liam 

– set a wedding date for some 
time this year or they’re done  
for good.

“Of course everyone hopes 
they’re able to sort through  
their issues,” claims the source. 
“However, if they can’t get on  
the same page regarding the 
wedding, they may just have  

 ■

ELSA
WITHHEREX!

y

‘SHE’S
NOTSURE
IFSHECAN
MARRYHIM
ANYMORE’

Elsa split from
Adrien in 2009
– and started
dating Chris

not long ater

FLASHBACK!

That’s it – true love 
is oficially dead! 

Liam isn’t the only Hemsy 
dealing with some relationship 
dramz right now. Yep, his  
older brother Chris is said to  
be feeling a tad jelly over his 

wife Elsa Pataky 
auditioning for a 
role opposite her 
ex Adrien Brody! 

“Chris was  
so excited for 
Elsa until she 
told him who 
producers 
wanted to  
cast,” a source  
close to the 
couple tells 

US Star magazine. Eek!
Before she married the  

Aussie beefcake, 34, in 2010,  
Elsa, 41, dated Adrien, 45, for 
three years. The Oscar winner  
even bought her a 19th-century 
castle in Upstate New York  
for her birthday in 2007. There 
were also rumours that Adrien 
and Elsa had secretly gotten 
engaged before eventually 
calling it quits in 2009. 

“Chris knows it was a long 
time ago, but that doesn’t mean 
he can’t get a little jealous from 
time to time,” says the source. 

Yep, sounds like the romance  
is still a bit of a Thor point... 

LOOK AWAY, CHRIS

THE RING
IS OFF!

The former couple 
showed of their OTT 

castle in a spread  
for Hello mag
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T
he vicious punch-up
between Grant
Crapp and Eden
Dally isn’t the only
shocking incident

Love Island producers have

As host Sophie Monk and the
eliminated contestants continue
to reveal more and more about
the scandalous moments that
haven’t been shown on air,NW
hears one couple has endured
a pregnancy scare in the villa
after a particularly wild night
in the hideaway suite!

A gossip from the set in
Mallorca, Spain, toldNW that
one of the girls asked producers
to sneak a pregnancy test into
their weekly Friday shopping

for special items every week,
which the producers bring
into the villa for them,” our

LOVE
ROMP ISLAND
While Cassidy McGill
claims the cast aren’t

“handed out condoms”, fans
noticed that, ater a wild night,
Tayla and Grant’s roomwas
littered with scrunched-up

tissues and condom
wrappers.
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elighted to hear
might be the
lla’s resident
ower couple,
rison guard
den, 25, and
ainee nurse

Erin makes
clear that kids
e something

es in her future,
espite not being
ble to give birth
aturally due to

er words, not ours!
“I’d love to have kids

want to train my girls
ow to f*ck boys over,”
he reveals toNW

■

‘I want to have  
a kid by the time 
I’m 30 and I want 
to have a house 

before that...  
So hopefully  

that does come 
out of this – it 

would be unreal,’ 
gushes Grant

NW e

Theshockingsecretproducersdon’twantyoutok
now!

Pregnancy
bombshell

 
they saw a pregnancy test on  
the list! Naturally, there was  

While the contestants in 
question haven’t been named,  

Especially as the lovebirds have  
made no secret of the fact 
they’ve been getting hot and 
heavy, and have been making 

In fact, Grant says his dream  
is to have a mini-me by the time 

NW 
that he wouldn’t mind leaving 
the villa with a baby on the way!

“Wouldn’t that be funny, ay? 
We’ll have to see, you never 
know!” he spills when we ask  
if he’d be keen to conceive

come as a bit of

I woul
once I’
happy
within
NW

I’d rush
want t

and r

W
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■■■
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Erin and Eden 
are already 

talking marriage 
– but could a 
bub be in the 

future too? 



THEY GIVE YOU MORE ALCOHOL

ON DATES TO LOOSEN YOU UP!

UK Season Three babe Jess Shears, who’s
now engaged to her Islander bae Dom Lev ,
says, “[Producers] didn’t want us to get
out-of-control drunk so we’d only be allowed
three small glasses of wine a night. They 
wanted us to keep our inhibitions. One-on-one 
dates would always have more booze though 
– especially a first date. They wanted to  
loosen you up a bit and be more flirtatious.”

EVERYONE HAS MELTDOWNS 

– YOU JUST DON’T SEE THEM ALL

“Psychologically, the show is really tough
Jess. “We had a psychologist who we could speak
to whenever we needed to. There were a lot of
meltdowns in the villa over missing family and friends, 
lack of contact with the outside world and general 
cabin fever, so the psychologist was there whenever 
anyone needed them.” And NW can confirm the shrinks 
stormed the villa following Grant and Eden’s fight.

YOU GET A HEADS UP

BEFORE YOU GET A TEXT

“On the show it looks like we get texts
out of the blue,” reveals Jess. “But we
had to be reminded to check our phones  
as we never really had them on us. So  
when we got a text we wouldn’t know 
about it straight away. The producers 
would tell us to get our phones and then 
say ‘I’ve got a text’ for the cameras.”

YOU GET A HEADS UP

Whilepregnancyrum
Down Under, theUKseriesfacesitsown

scandals, thanks to sneaky producers!

L 

ver, 

YOU NEED PERMISSION  

TO LEAVE THE VILLA

“You barely leave the villa for the whole time 
you’re in there,” says UK Season Two star Scott 
Thomas. “It’s not like you can just go for a run 
or for a walk to clear your head – you’re stuck in 

there until you go on a date or you all head out 
for the day. Every two weeks we had a beach 
day where producers would take the girls and 
the boys separately to the beach to relax away 
from the cameras and switch of. Other than 
that you’re under villa arrest.”

t

L
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‘Make it  

a double, 

babes!’

‘Nah, not 

allowed’

‘I said 

tonight we 

were wearing 

blue!’

‘Anyone want anything off Uber Eats’

‘Come here often?’

Whil moursrattleLove Island

THE OTHER SECRETS 
PRODUCERS ARE HIDING!SCOTT JESS



‘See ya soon, 

Grant!’

idy’s confes

ithm
la has some 

mpetition on 
hands, ’cause 

s reckons it’s 
over with 
t! Awks...

he first opportunity 
Australia got to vote 
Love Island babe 
Cassidy McGill out 
of the villa, they 

A�er all the drama,  
nd tantrums – most  
h revolved around her 

partner of one week  
Crapp – barmaid and 

Cass, 23, was finally 
he boot last week. 
while a handful of the 

ways were glad to see the 
f Cass – we’re looking  
u Tayla Damir and Millie 
r – Cass says there’s one 
on who’ll miss her most: 

“ex-boyfriend” Grant. 
few people think he’s  
terested in me,” Cass 

W a�er leaving the villa, 
hat she believes Tay  
nt won’t last. “It was  
trating, and I did have  

to pull him aside and say, ‘Why 
are you so preoccupied with  
my life in the villa?’”

Well, perhaps luckily for him, 
there are rumours that Cass’s 
time on Love Island isn’t over  
– and she will make a shocking 

return to the villa! Whaaat?!
Here, Cass vents to NW about her 

love triangle with Grant and Tay  
– and how she screwed up with 
“husband material” Josh Moss. 

How are you feeling about 
being dumped from the island?
It’s a surreal feeling... I’m so sad to 
be gone and also that I didn’t get 
what I went in for – to find love. 
Tayla clearly wasn’t sad about 
your elimination... I didn’t hear 
her say “Bye Felicia”, but it says 
more about her than it says  
about me. At that point, it was, 
like, “Tayla and Grant, who?” 
Grant had a lot of opinions on 
you, huh? I couldn’t understand 
why he was so preoccupied with 
my love-life! So when it came to 
recoupling, I wanted to stick it to 
him and show him and Tayla that 
they have their own problems 
they need to work on. To show 

Cass and Grant 
coupled up on 

Day One! 

Tay
com
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Cass
not o
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took it.
tears an
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adding th
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‘Grant is so obs

A�er first 
coupling up with 
Grant, Cass then 

tried her luck 
with Josh and 
Dom Thomas. 
Sadly, she was 
ultimately sent 

home single



CHARLIE & ELORA’S
secret hook-ups!

REALITY REBOUND!

Ater failing to find love on 
their respective reality shows, 
Bachelor in Paradise’s Elora 
Murger and Love Island’s 
Charlie Taylor have moved 
on... with each other! 

Uh-huh, the stars were 
apparently set up by their 
mutual pal and Elora’s fellow 
Bachie star Jake Ellis, and 
sources say they hit it of 
straight away.

“They’ve already spent  
a few nights together and 
they’re texting all the time,” 
an insider dishes to NW. 
“Charlie reckons Elora is 
exactly the kind of girl he 
would’ve wanted to couple  

up with in the villa, and he’s
glad he let Spain in time
to meet her.”

And things are going so
well between the pair that
Elora, who only recently
broke up with her Italian
boyfriend Salvatore  
Savarese, can barely keep  
it a secret. Yep, last week  
she teased fans with an 
Instagram  post that was 
captioned “breakfast with  
Love Island”.

“Elora and Charlie are 
keeping things quiet for now 
while they continue to get to 
know each other,” the source 
adds. “But it’s going well.”

ssion

me!’
that they’re not as confident in 
their relationship as they think. 
They were both getting so 
sidetracked with other 
relationships because they 
thought they were the strongest.
Are you gutted things didn’t 
work out with you and 
Grant? I did not pick
Grant because I still 
wanted him. A small
part of me knew... 
Look, I know Grant 
picked Tayla over 
me for a reason. He 
could have very well
had me, but he didn’t.
A few people did think he
was still interested in me, because 

he can’t seem to butt out of my 
life! I think he was definitely 
struggling to live with his ex and 
his current girlfriend. He was 
young, immature and doesn’t 
know how to handle it. 
Why do you think he chose to 
ruin your chances with Dom? 
Dom was definitely not The One 
for me. But his opinion was 
swayed by Grant. He wasn’t 
stoked on the idea that Grant  
was still so heavily involved in  
my love-life. It’s why I had to pull 
him aside and point out that it 
was embarrassing for my ex to be 
giving my new crush love advice. 
And to be giving his ex-girlfriend 
love advice as well! 
Would you give Grant another 
chance? Never. It would be his 
fi�h or sixth chance at this point. 
I was never insecure before Love 

Island, and had never been 
cheated on. With Grant, I couldn’t 
trust him. I felt so insecure about 
the relationship. My gut feeling 

turned out to be right, 
because he was interested 

in Tayla. I’ve run out of 
chances to give Grant.
You briefly “had 
feelings” for Josh. 
Do you wish you’d 

stayed with him? 
Josh and I had  

a good bond and I was 
attracted to him, so I did 

explore those feelings and I tried 
to take them further. But Dom 
came in at the worst time when  
I was most vulnerable, when I was 
questioning my feelings for Josh.  
I feel like I gave up husband 
material for a one-night stand. 
Every girl has made that mistake... 
Is there competition between 
the couples? I don’t think so, 
because Erin and Eden don’t see 
anyone as competition. They are 
there for each other and rise 
above that. Tayla and Grant are 

immature and see 
people as competition 
– they bring the worst 
out in each other. Eden 
would do anything for 
Erin, and that’s all they 
care about. They’ve 
already won, they found 
love. They are ready to
leave now.

‘PEOPLE 
THINK  

HE’S STILL 
INTERESTED 

IN ME’

She made him 
hers once again 

weeks later – 
but he wasn’t 

happy...

Cass 
spent 

most of 
her villa 
time in 

tears

sessed

Love Island airs 8.30pm

Sunday-Thursday on 

9Go! and 9Now

o
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Kut from the 

homeco
KoKo’sback in
LA–buther fam
ispissedshe’s
boughtTristan
withher!

S
he relocated to Ohio
last year after falling
in love with Cleveland
Cavaliers basketballer
Tristan Thompson,

but Khloe Kardashian has

’s so excited,” a source
ealed last week ahead

“She can’t wait to show

her friends who haven’t

she can’t wait to spend

NW has heard that Khloe
got a rude reality check when

nly sister with any intention
f having play dates with her

Yep, Khlo’s other sisters
– Kourtney, Kim and Kendall
– want nothing to do with the
new mum as long as she’s still

photos and videos of
homecoming gifts sent to her

nd True from her friends –

including cookies in the shape
of True’s face! – but Ky was the
only one from the klan to send

“That is a very clear sign that
they no longer consider him
to be a part of their family,”
saysNW

might not completely agree with
Khloe’s choices, but she wants

They really bonded over being

sympathetic to Khloe’s
situation, which saw the star’s
world crumble around her just
days before she gave birth to

revealed Tristan had cheated
with numerous women

“Given what she went through

roving eye, Kour
it’s not easy to le
the father of you
child,” a source
US Star

But now she’s

decided that a “t
love” approach i
best way to go

Meanwhile,N

thinks Khloe is
being a doormat

and letting Tristan get away

made it clear that she thinks
Khloe’s a fool for staying with
him and she wouldn’t be

Star alleges that
she, more than anyone else in
the family, thinks cheaters are
“the lowest of the low”, and
recently stopped calling Khloe

“stunned” that Khloe hasn’t left
Tristan and refuses to speak
to the basketballer!

But it seems as though Kourt,

She and Tristan are hardly
in a love bubble right now
and she could probably do

Life & Stylemagazine
reports that the pair are

they can’t be under the same

g

o
o

–
–
n

p
h
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“She’
reve

“

h

s

ButN
got a rug

TOUGH
LOVE

“As long as Khloe stays with
Tristan, [her sisters] are going

to have as little to do with her as
possible. It’s really sad,” alleges
the insider. “This should be the

happiest time of Khloe’s life,
but instead it’s shaping up

to be one of the
loneliest.”

20 NWonline.com.au

Kim and Kourt 
apparently 
can’t stand 
Tristan and 
won’t even 

utter his name! 

w that Khloe has let for
Tristan is letting his mistress 
i Blair stay at his Cleveland 

me (right). Whaaaat?!
Lani’s so unbelievably happy 
t Khloe’s out of Cleveland 
cause she now has Tristan’s 
use all to herself,” a source 
veals to In Touch. 
“Lani loves it there. She 
els like it’s her home and 
ows that she’ll be there  

These sweet 
cookies of True’s 
face were a gi� 

from Khloe’s 
girlfriends

While Kylie and 
Stormi sent 

Khlo and True 
‘welcome home’ 

balloons, 
Tristan’s name 

was notably 
absent

rt knows
eave
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tells

cut
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Tristan MOVES 



appy
Klan

ming
non-stop,” the source explains. 
“They can’t get through one 
conversation without it turning 
into a huge argument. She can’t 
stop being angry at Tristan.  
Not living together is a clear 
sign that things aren’t going 
well. Khloe still feels betrayed 
by him.”

So much so that she’s taken  
to spying on him! According  
to NW’s exclusive source,  
before they left for LA, Khloe 
was having Tristan, 27, trailed 

While it’s costing Khloe – who 
turns 34 this week – thousands 
of dollars a day, the paranoid 
star has told friends it’s worth it.

“She’s been completely 
humiliated by his reckless 
actions, and she doesn’t trust 
him even slightly anymore,” 
says the source. “She’s had 
people following Tristan around 
to make sure that he’s going 
where he says he is. She won’t 
be made a fool of again!” ■

Her 
new 
life!

Khloe’s 
apparently going 

to address 
Tristan’s cheating 
in the new season 

of KUWTK

for a long time because
Khloe won’t be coming 
back soon. That’s what 
Tristan told her.”

But Khloe will be 
absolutely furious  
when she finds out. 

“The last thing she would 
ever want is for Tristan to 
be shacking up with Lani 
whenever he’s back in 
Cleveland for a game or 

training,”
reveals  
a close 
pal. “The 
thought of Lani sleeping 
in their bed would make 
her lose it. Khloe needs  
to trust Tristan if this is 
ever going to work, and  
it seems like he’s not  
doing a great job at 
proving that right now.”

HIS MISTRESS IN!
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Whocansave
Violent, isolated and on the edge

W
hen Heather
Locklear’s
mum Diane 
made a 
desperate  

call to emergency services last 
week claiming her famous 
daughter was trying to harm 
herself, the beloved star’s friends 
and family sadly weren’t as 
shocked as her devoted fans  
were by the heartbreaking news. 

“Everyone’s really worried 
about her, but they suspected this
was coming,” reveals a close 
family friend. “Heather’s been  
on a downward spiral and 
something had to give.”

According to pals, Heather  
– who has “underlying mental 
health issues” – had been 
isolating herself prior to June 15,

 

Chris Heisser of cheating. 
The Melrose Place favourite 

was screaming and “made a huge

Hea her?

Heather was
also arrested

in 2008 for DUI

Heather’s 
relapse and 

hospitalisation 
has ‘crushed’ 
her daughter 

Ava

Tommy Lee, 55, and Richie 
Sambora, 58, for her mental 
issues. “You know what drove 
this woman crazy?” he asked. 
“She was married to Tommy 
Lee and Richie Sambora… 
they made her f**king insane.”

Whether her exes are to blame 
or not, Heather’s been on the 
brink for years. In February,  
she was arrested after nearly 

before heading to rehab for  
the sixth time in March for 
substance abuse issues. 

Back in 2008, Heather’s doctor 
called 911 claiming she was 
trying to harm herself, which 
prompted the star to check into a 
treatment centre for anxiety and 
depression. She was hospitalised 
again in 2012 after her sister rang 
911 and reported that Heather 
was mixing prescription pills and 
alcohol. Then, in January 2017, 
she checked back into rehab 
again, admitting, “I am working 
on tying up some loose ends 
regarding certain issues.”

Adds the source, “It’s all very 
sad. As a professional [actress], 
everyone wanted to work with 
her and she was always a joy  
on set. This person isn’t her. 
Everyone just wants Heather 
back.” We want her back too – 
get better soon, hun.   ■

scene” in the 
parking lot of an 

The couple made it home, but 
Heather’s erratic behaviour 
continued. After Heather’s 
daughter Ava Sambora witnessed 
her “go nuts”, Chris got the 
20-year-old to leave the house as 
he was concerned for her safety. 

“He thought Ava shouldn’t be 
there to see her mum like that, 
and didn’t want her to be in 
harm’s way,” a source tells. 

Chris, 56, was right to be 
cautious. Two days later, 
emergency crews rushed to 
Heather’s LA home, after Diane 
called 911 reporting her daughter 
was looking for a gun and 
threatening to shoot herself. 
Heather, 56, also tried to  
choke her mother and lashed out 
at her father Bill during the ugly 
incident. Eventually the star was 
admitted to Los Robles Hospital 
on a 5150 hold for psychiatric 
evaluation, with a source telling 
People magazine that Heather’s 
loved ones had been “desperately 
trying to help” her in recent 
weeks. After three days Heather 
was released. Now, insiders are 

address her demons.  
“She really needs a proper 

and clearly more help than  
she has been getting to truly 
determine what her mental 
health issues are,” a source told 
the publication. 

Meanwhile, Heather’s pal 
Howard Stern is pointing the 

The actress 

is back in 

treatment 

– but far 

from out  

of trouble 

If you or someone you 
know needs help, contact 

Beyond Blue for 24/7 
support on 1300 224 636 

or visit beyondblue.org.au 
If it’s an emergency, call 000

S
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TOMMY’S 

TROUBLES
Heather’s ex Tommy Lee and his son 

Brandon got into a nasty social media 
spat on June 18, ater the rocker sent out  

a not-so-nice shout out to Brandon and his 
brother Dylan, 20, on US Father’s Day. “I love my 

boys but they can be assholes too,” the rocker 
wrote on Insta. Brandon, 22, didn’t take kindly  

to the diss, describing his father as a “let-down” 
and posting a video of his dad lying on the 

ground ater he’d knocked him out cold 
during a fight in March. “Remember 

what happened last time you said 
this s**t?” Brandon wrote.

Britney Spears seems to have
it all, what with her banging bod
and hunky PT boyfriend Sam
Asghari. But behind the scenes 
pals fear she’s falling apart  
again as her custody battle with 
ex Kevin Federline gets ugly. 

The singer – who sufered  
a serious mental breakdown in 
2007 – is due in court on August 
1, where she’ll face questions  
on her income and spending 
habits as K-Fed, 40, tries to  
get his child support payments 
bumped from $27,000 a month 
to $80,000 a month. 

“Britney’s very fragile and 
emotional right now,” a source 
says of the star, 36, who shares 
sons Sean, 12, and Jayden, 11, 
with K-Fed. “Kevin could try  
to take the kids if she doesn’t 
cough up more money, and  
she seems to be crumbling  
at the thought of it.” 

The source adds that  
K-Fed’s demands have also 
thrown a wrench in Britney’s 
plans to ask for full custody  
of the boys from July, when  
she heads out on a two-month 
world tour. 

“It’s taking a heavy toll,”
the source tells. “That’s what 
started this whole ordeal – Kevin 
probably didn’t want to give  
up the kids or cash for the [US] 
summer. She was so excited 
about the tour and now
she’s so stressed out.
Those boys mean
the world to 
Britney, and  
her friends  
are doing 
everything they
can to help her
stay strong.”

Hang in there, B!

Britney Spears seems to have

Hang in there, B!

Brit’s trying her 
best to shield  

Sean and Jayden 
from her drama 
with their dad 
Kevin (above)

Brit’s worked hard 
to get back on top 
following her 2007 

breakdown, but 
there are fears  

it could all come 
crashing down...

ON THE BRINK 
OF ANOTHER
MELTDOWN?

IS BRIT
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Selena’s revenge

BREAKUP
TRYINGTO

Jailey!

Seeing Justin
and Hailey back
together ‘stings’

for Sel. ‘She’s
still got feelings

for him,’ says
a source

Biebs and Hailey  
enjoyed a cute 

day date in  
New York City 

last week

If she can’t have the 
same old love, then 
Biebs and Hailey 
can’t either! 

J
ealous ex-girlfriend 
alert! While the NW-
ettes are beyond excited 
that Justin Bieber’s 
rebooted his romance 

with Hailey Baldwin, one person 
who isn’t jumping for joy over 
Jailey 2.0 is Selena Gomez.

In fact, with her own break-up 
from Biebs earlier this year still 
fresh in her mind, we’re told  
the Wolves singer is doing 
everything in her power to  
ensure the lovebirds don’t  
last the distance! Eek!

“Despite everything that’s 
happened [between Selena and 
Justin] there’s a lot of love still 
there,” a source reveals. “It’s 
painful for her to see that he’s 
with Hailey again.”

So much so that Sel’s apparently 
been texting Justin non-stop in 
order to get Hailey suspicious that 
something’s going on between 
them again – and then dump his 
sorry behind! Oh Sel.

“It’s that classic case of, ‘If she 
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Get a room
you two!

She may have kissed a girl and liked it – but getting
to do soooo much more with English boys is Katy 
Perry’s real favourite past-time. 

The singer’s currently dating Brit actor Orlando 
Bloom, and revealed last week that she just can’t 
resist that Blighty accent.

“I am obsessed with this country. I fall in love with 
the English very easily,” she said during her show  
at London’s O2 stadium on June 15. “I like to watch 
Coronation Street and EastEnders... I can’t wait to 
have a pseudo fake accent like Madonna one day.”

But while Katy, 33, may be head over heels for 
Orly and his country, NW has learnt that she has  
no immediate plans to become his wife.  

“She’s still pretty burnt from her marriage to 
Russell [Brand, which ended in 2012 ater just two 
years] and doesn’t want to get her heart broken  
like that again,” reveals a pal. “Of course that’s  
not to say that it won’t happen in the future,  
but right now she’d much rather have a baby

n’t have him, then no-one can.’ It’s 
thing personal against Hailey – Sel 
ually thinks she’s a sweet enough girl,” 

W’s insider reveals. “This is all about
ting revenge on Justin. If Selena can’t

to be – especially so soon after their
t. It just hurts.”
also stings that Justin always goes
ning back to Hailey after dumping Se
e pair have been friends for years an
iously dated from 2015 to 2016. But

Selena has got in the way of the 
y romance in the past. 
ena never really expected Justin
ve on in a serious way,” adds NW’s

“She probably always thought they’d
together.”
ver, Selena’s plans don’t seem to be
g Biebs and Hails just yet.
packing on the PDA in Malibu earlie
nth, the couple enjoyed a cute lunch

gether at Cecconi’s in Brooklyn on June
t same day, they were also spied having 
nse make-out session” as they strolled 

a footbridge in a New York City park.
s like a scene straight from The 

ok,” dishes an onlooker. “They  
ever to come up for air.”
ome sources say Sel may have succeeded 
ing a seed of doubt in Hailey’s mind…

ey is excited that she and Justin are back 
together again, but worries he will disappear on 
her again and won’t commit, like he has so many 
times in the past,” another source reveals. “She 
thinks Justin is smart, funny, incredibly talented, 
and the sexiest guy on the planet. She is really 
happy he is making time for her, and hopes this 
time they can have something lasting.”

 ■

Katy looked 
downcast as she  

and Orly let Chiltern 
Firehouse in London 

on June 16
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And Orlando, 41, is on the same page. Like Katy, 
he too is still recovering following his divorce

from Miranda Kerr and apparently
doesn’t want another wedding 

to “complicate things”. 
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KATY ’S SECRET PAIN

‘WHY I CAN’T 
MARRY ORLY’



F
irst comes love, then 
comes marriage  
and then comes 
Prince Harry and 
Meghan Markle 

pushing the baby carriage! The 
Duchess of Sussex kept what 
looked like a burgeoning baby 
bump under wraps when she  

gown to Harry’s cousin Celia 
McCorquodale’s nuptials in  
the UK on June 16. OMG!

And insiders say Harry is 
thrilled that his new wifey  
is expecting already, as he was 
keen for the former Suits star  

to get pregnant, like yesterday.
“Harry has made no secret 

about wanting children,”  
royal expert Katie Nicholl 
reveals. “He wanted to try 
straight after their wedding.  
In fact, Prince Harry got pretty 
broody when William and  
Kate started their family.”

Just a month away from  
her 37th birthday, and with  
her biological clock tick, tick, 
ticking, Meg was more than on 
board with Haz’s sooner-rather-
than-later baby plans. Last  

 

no-show at his daughter’s May 

The newlyweds find
the perfect family home 

as palace insiders 
confirm they’ve got  
a bun in the oven!

Strategic tummy drape? 
Check! Meghan covered 

up in a baggy Oscar  
de la Renta maxi to 
attend Haz’s cousin 

Celia’s wedding 

y
e!

or a
royal heir!

NWnews

Har ry & Meghan’s dream home



HARRY ’S  
A DOTING  
DAD-TO-BE 
ALREADY! 

W LL IT BE A RINCE OR  PRICNESS?
Meghan’s 
Givenchy  

frock couldn’t  
conceal her cute 

little bump

Protective papa 
Harry couldn’t 

take his eyes of 
his babymamma 

Meghan at 
Prince Charles’s 
birthday garden 
party last month 

The Duke and 
Duchess were  

all smiles on the 
first day of Royal 

Ascot on June 
19. We wonder 

why?!

 The loved-up 
newlyweds are in the 
process of purchasing 
this palatial, family-

friendly pad

No doubt Queen Elizabeth II
is thrilled by the news Meghan’s 
carrying her eighth great-
grandchild. The monarch has 
become extremely close to  
Meg, with the pair looking very 
chummy during their first oficial 
visit together in Chester on June 
14. Cuuute!

WE’RE OFFICIALLY ON

ROYAL BUMP WATCH!

19 wedding – also hinted that  
he’ll “absolutely” be a grandad 
any day now. 

“Meghan’s wanted children 
for a long time and when she 
met Harry she spoke about how 
much she loved him... so there 
has to be a child [in the] making,” 
Thomas told UK breakfast  
show Good Morning Britain.

Meghan’s former acting agent 
Gina Nelthorpe-Cowne adds, 
“Meghan said to me, ‘I would 
absolutely love to have children 
and I can’t wait to be a mother.’” 

While the loved-up newlyweds 
are staying mum on the exciting 
news for now, they have already 
started nesting. Last week it  
was revealed that Meghan and 
Harry, 33, are in the process  
of buying a luxe six-bedroom, 
stone-built manor house. Talk 
about room for a nursery! 

Dubbed Beggars Lodge, the 
luxe property is anything but 
peasant, and features a high-
tech media room, a family  
room, huge walk-in robes and 

on-site lodgings for security 

The Gloucestershire mansion 
is also close to Soho Farmhouse, 
where Meghan had her hen’s 
’do, and should Haz and Meg 
ever run out of sugar or need  
a babysitter, they can pop over  
to their nearby neighbours the 
Beckhams, whose own palatial 
pad is nearby. 

But the couple are keeping  
the purchase on the down-low 
for now. “The property has been 

and the project is shrouded in 
secrecy,” a local says. “Naturally 
the assumption in the village  
is that Meghan and Harry  
will move in.” 

With a royal bub in tow?  
So it seems! “Meghan will  

 
of marriage,” a family insider  
said recently. “She’ll be trying 
for a baby straight after the 
wedding – and she’s going to  
be a brilliant mum.” And Haz 
will be a brilliant dad too!  ■
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NWexclusive

TheBigBrotherstar
reveals she’s expecting
a baby! And you won’t

guess the name
she’s chosen...

S
kye Wheatley has been 
called many things since 
she burst into our lives  
in 2014 as Big Brother’s 
breakout star. But 

there’s one thing she’s never been 
called: Mum. That is, until now...

The former reality queen – who  
is 14 weeks pregnant to her tradie 
boyfriend of eight months Lochie 
Waugh – can’t contain her smile  
as her babydaddy afectionately 
cradles her teensy bump during 
NW’s exclusive shoot at her  
home on the Gold Coast. 

“We had a bit of a scare last week, 
but everything’s all good now 
thankfully,” Skye, 24, tells us. “We 
went to get our ultrasound and the 
lady couldn’t find the nasal bone of 
the baby... and that can be the first 
sign of Down syndrome. But it was 
there when we went back for our 
13-week scan, so everything is 
good and the baby is healthy.” 

NW sits down with the gorge 
mamma-to-be to chat about 
heading down the aisle with 
Lochie, her list of names for the 
bub and whether she’ll keep up her 
famous fillers during pregnancy. 

Congrats Skye! Was this planned 
or a pleasant surprise? Well, we 
said to each other that we weren’t 
going to try for a baby properly 
– just do it casually and take things 
slow. But we just got back from 
holiday in Bali and I could feel  
that I was pregnant. I remember 
thinking, “Oh, I hope I’m not 
pregnant this month, maybe next 
month so I can have some time to 
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SKYE’S 

THE LIMIT!  
She shot to fame as one of 

the final three on Big Brother 
2014, alongside Travis Lunardi 
and Ryan Ginns, and Skye says 

her reality TV journey isn’t 
over and she’d definitely 

return for an all-stars 
edition!



rganise myself and get back
o routine.” I wanted to be at

y healthiest state for this and  
had been drinking every day  

Bali, so I had to take that  
to consideration as well.
hat was your reaction  
hen you discovered you  

were expecting? I was just really 
shocked that it literally happened 
first go! Lochie was really, really 
happy – we couldn’t believe it.  
We weren’t “trying-trying”, so  
I can’t believe I fell pregnant first 
go. We were just meant to be 
seeing how it went. It’s insane! 
You said you could “feel” you 
were pregnant – in what way? 
I had a few glasses of red wine on 
the plane the night before, and 
when I woke up I felt hungover 
times 10! I never feel like that a�er 
a bit of wine, so I knew something 
was up. Obviously my body was 
like, “You need to stop drinking 
please ’cause we are trying to grow 
a little human.” I was late for my 
period as well...
How long was it before you took 
a test? We went straight to the 
shops when we landed and got a 
home test. We did it together and 
those things come up so slowly 
before it’s clear lines. I couldn’t tell 
if it was positive or not at first, but 
then it’s like, “I’m pregnant! Oh my 
God – I’m pregnant!” You kinda  
feel a rollercoaster of emotions all 
at once. You’re scared, you’re happy, 
you’re excited, you’re worried and 
nervous. It’s pretty crazy.
So crazy! Yeah, it’s happened very 
fast. Our whole relationship has 
moved pretty fast really because 
we’ve only been together for eight 
months. But I feel like I’ve been 
with Lochie for so long – it’s so 
weird. It just feels so right and we 
know that we’re gonna be together 

forever, so we’re not worried.
Are you going to find out
if it’s a boy or girl? I don’t
know yet. We need to have
a sit-down and decide. But
I would like to have a gender
reveal party, so we might
find out. I just want a 
healthy baby – especially
a�er our little scare. But
Lochie wants a boy – 
every guy wants  
a little son, don’t
they? I think if  
it’s a boy, then  
I would like  
to have a girl 
next. Or a girl, 
then a boy, if 
it’s the other 
way round...
So you’re 
planning for 
more kiddies?
Yeah! I’m thinking three
at this stage, but let’s see  
a�er I have the baby. [Laughs]  
I might change my mind – you 
never know. But I think three 
would be good.
Have you thought about names?
Yes, we have a list of boy names and
a list of girl names. But they are not
traditional – I can’t stand traditional
names. A lot of people probably don’t
like the names we’ve picked, but I really
like them because they are so unique and
I’ve never met anybody with these names,
so I love them. I don’t know why but I’ve
never been into the traditional, old-school
names. I love something crazy and unique.
Will you give us a hint? [Laughs] Nope –
it’s a surprise! 
How’s the pregnancy treating you? I’m calling
myself the pregnancy unicorn. Everything has
been running pretty smooth for now – I’ve had no
morning sickness and all I’ve really felt is a little bit
tired at times. For now, I feel pretty amazing. But
at the same time I don’t want to speak too soon.

months

pregnant

I don’t know 
what we’re 

having yet, but 
Lochie wants a 
boy... Every guy 

wants a son!



NWexclusive
You really are a pregnancy 
unicorn! [Laughs] I can’t believe 
I’ve not had any morning sickness. 
I do need to pee every five 
minutes, though, and I’m hungry 
all the time. If I don’t eat when I’m 
hungry, then I feel really sick and 
by the time I do sit down and eat,  
it makes me feel worse. I’ve been 
eating so bad and craving Macca’s 
and a lot of chocolate. I have been 
craving fruit as well, though, so 
hopefully I’ll start craving healthier 
food as I get bigger...
Have you noticed any physical 
changes yet? My boobs and my 
nipples are bigger – I feel like 
they’re darkening as well. I’ve got  
a little bump that I’ve been trying 
to hide too. It’s exciting to show 
that of to everyone now! The 
nurse told me that I would get  
the thing that makes you get 
swollen ankles and hands...  
And I’ve noticed my face is a  
lot rounder, but that happens  
when I put on weight.
Have you had much advice from 
your family? My mum is gonna  
be a lot of help when the baby  
is here, so I’m so grateful for her. 
She helps me with everything. 
She’s already told me how 
important it is to get the baby into 
a routine as soon as possible.
What about actually giving 
birth? No, we’ve been watching 
videos of people giving birth on 
YouTube and it’s pretty horrific!  
I’m not thinking about that part 
too much. I know that I’m not 
going to be one of those heroes 
who have no drugs. I will be like, 
“Give me any drugs you want!  
I do not want to feel this pain.” 
[Laughs] If it’s really bad, then  
I would have an epidural, but  
I just want to stay calm and 
relaxed. I’m not going to do a 
home birth or anything like that...
So what’s the deal with Lochie 
– there have been rumours  
that you two are engaged?  
No, we’re not engaged. 
Any plans to be? You’ll 
have to ask Lochie 
about that, but  
I don’t think 

he’s planning anything, though. 
I’m not too fussed, either way.  
We don’t have to be married  
first – I don’t really mind. We  
have only been together for  
eight months, so if it hits the 
two- or three-year mark,  
then I’ll start to worry.
You’re so easy-going about this
whole thing! Well, maybe it will
hit me more once I’m bigger. But
we are already planning to travel
with the baby, so I’m happy to 
have my wedding when the  
baby is older and they can be  
more involved.
Awww, cute! What are  
you most excited about?
I’m so excited to watch  
the baby grow, to see
who he looks like  
and to have another 
little human in our 
lives. I feel kind of 
bored lately, and  
I think my life needs 
a little more purpose.
I’m ready to stop being
so selfish and to start 
putting someone else first
and to have someone else
rely on me. I know I’ll find it
so fascinating to see the baby
develop a personality and
also just getting to laugh with
Lochie about something that
our baby does. I can’t wait.
Can we expect to see all
this too on social media?
You are an Insty star, ater all!
I will be documenting absolutely
everything. I’ve seen people make
an account for their kids, but
I’m not sure about that...
If I’m taking  
like a million 
pictures  
a day, 
then 

I’m happy  
to have my 

wedding when 
the baby is 

older, so they 
can be more 

involved
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Where
are they 

now?

Lisa, who you 
may know as 

former Bachelor 
Richie Strahan’s 

cousin, has 
moved on to 

become a blogger 
and content 

producer. She’s 
also found love 

with tattoo artist 
Maxe Brother.

BIG BROTHER SERIES 11

Canberra real 
estate agent Jason 

is still good pals 
with Aisha and 

Skye, and regularly 
shares snaps of 
their catch-ups  

on Insty. He’s also 
gone on to become 

a radio presenter 
on Canberra station  

Hit104.7.

Aisha has gone 
from a nightclub 

door girl to a 
fashion designer 

with her own 
label Boy By Her. 

Following her 
split from Travis, 

Aisha, who’s  
also a budding 
actress, shares 

her time between 
LA and Sydney 
while she films 

two movies!

You’ll remember 
Travis for his 

romance with 
fellow housemate 

Aisha. Sadly for 
fans, the couple 
called it quits in  

July 2016 after 18 
months of dating. 

Now the Italian 
stallion is busy 

travelling the world 
andsharing his 

w-dropping snaps 
thfans on Insty. 

The pair made 
headlines not just 
because of their 
eight-year age 

difference, but also 
because magician 

Lawson, 27, cheated 
on his girlfriend 

with Cat, 35, on the 
show. But they’ve 
been proving the 
haters wrong and 
are still loved-up 

and living together 
in Melbourne!

It was one of the most 
addictive series to date 
– and the cast of 2014  

have come a long way! 

lli 11

He took out the 
competition and 

$250,000, and four 
years on Ryan’s  
still winning at  

life as the model 
manages his own 

design firm. Oh, and 
after an on-screen 

romance with Skye, 
Ry moved on  
with Puberty  
Blues actress 

Charlotte Best. 

Lisa 
Clark

Jason 
Roses

Ryan 
Ginn

Aisha 
Jade

a
jaw
wiw

Travis
Lun

Cat Law 
and 

Lawson 
Reeves

maybe I’ll make an account.
A lot of your fans are really 
invested in your plastic surgery 
journey. What’s the plan for 
while you’re pregnant? Will you 
press pause? Yeah. I’ve stopped 
getting my lips done for ages, so 
it’s OK... But I’m definitely not 
gonna have anything done.
Will you be super focused on 
bouncing back to your pre-baby 
body? I definitely want to get back 
into exercise as soon as possible. 
But in saying that, I actually need 
to get more active now... Being 
active throughout your pregnancy 
helps you bounce back. I’m going 
to sit down and create a routine to 
make sure I always find time to go 
and do a quick workout at some 
point in the day while Lochie looks 
a�er the baby. I’ll definitely be 
doing exercise every single day!
Are you looking at any celebs for 
bounce-back inspo? I don’t really 
follow the Kardashians... Khloe’s 
secretive about what she does so 
it’s hard to really know how they 
get results! It doesn’t seem realistic 
to me how quick some of these 
celeb mums’ tummies bounce 
back... You just wonder if people 
like Kylie [Jenner] and Khloe are 
really doing what they say they are 
doing. I know how to lose weight 
fast, and the way it happened so 
quickly makes me question if they 
do it the healthy way. As for me, 
I’m definitely going to be super 
open and share everything.
Since you’re so open about 
sharing your life with your  
fans, do you think you’d ever  
go back to reality TV? Yes, I love 
reality TV. I would love to have  
my own show with Lochie and  
our baby. I do think we would  
have a cute little bub! 
And would you invite your  
Big Brother fam in to make  
a cameo? I caught up with Jason 
[Roses] the other week and I told 
him I was pregnant, but I made 
him promise not to tell anyone! 
He’s the only one I talk to still  
from Big Brother – though he’s  
not going to be the godfather  
or anything like that. We were 
saying that it would be great 
to do a reunion or something.  
I’d like that. Maybe even a Big 
Brother All Stars... Though I won’t 
be able to go in and do something 
like that until a�er my baby  
is much older.  ■

LOOK, I T ’S 
SKYE!
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Grace Kelly might have won an Oscar right before she
became Princess of Monaco, but Meghan Markle could be

the first member of the British royal family to nab an Emmy.
The Duchess of Sussex and formerSuits star is being put

forward for the Outstanding Supporting Actress in a Drama
Series gong, with a TV insider revealing, “She’s one of the
names in the early ballot... Her media presence has been
enormous and drawn new eyes to her work.” Getting

her character Rachel
ne on the ballot
ould be a huge
up for Emmy
ganisers, who are
oping that Meghan,
6, and her hubby
rince Harry, 33,

will attend the
eptember ceremony
f she’s nominated.
Take that Academy
Awards!

AREGIGI&ZAYN
JUSTFRIENDS
WITH BENEFITS?1

They rebooted their on-of romance just last month, but it 
seems Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik could merely be bed buddies.

In a new interview with GQ magazine, the Pillowtalk singer 
gave of total friends-with-benefits vibes when he was asked  
to define his relationship status with Gigi, 23. 

“We’re adults. We don’t need to put a label on it, make  
it something for people’s expectations,” he explained. 

If you say so, Z...
Meanwhile, in his chat with GQ, Zayn, 25, also blasted the Met 

Gala, saying the “self-indulgent” event represents everything 
he hates about celebrity culture and that he was “taking the 
piss” when he attended with Gi back in 2016. The shade!

Chris had 
Katherine in 

stitches during 
their cosy 

picnic date  
on June 17

Zayn says he and Gi are 
keeping things casual 

– and we all know what 
that’s code for!

COULDMEGHAN 
BECOME THE 
FIRST ROYAL TO 
WIN AN EMMY?
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IS CHRIS REALLY 
DATING ARNIE’S
DAUGHTER?

Looks like someone’s got their
cosmetic surgeon on speed dial!

Princess Diana’s niece Lady  
Kitty Spencer – who’s barely le�  

the spotlight a�er stunning at last month’s royal 
wedding – certainly looks more sculpted and 
fuller-lipped now than she did as a fresh-faced
teen. And the internet has taken notice... 

“Please no more fillers,” wrote one commentato
of the Dolce & Gabbana muse, 27, while another
suggested that, “Diana never had fillers and peopl
thought she was beautiful with her imperfections.
Savage! Might be time to ease up, eh Kit?
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HAS PRINCESS
DIANA’SNIECE  
KITTYGONE  
OTT WITH
THE FILLER?

The aristocrat 
was a natural 

beauty in 
November 2009

Just call her 
Kitty Jenner! 

THEN NOW

ISTHISTORI’S WORST
PHOTOSHOP FAIL EVER? His ex-wife Anna Faris has moved  

on with new boyfriend Michael 
Barrett and now it looks like Chris  
Pratt has found lurve again too.

The hunky star was spied cosying 
up to Arnold Schwarzenegger’s  
eldest daughter Katherine, 28,  
during a romantic picnic in Santa 
Barbara on June 17.

“It’s early days and no-one would 
have guessed that these two would 
get together,” an insider tells NW.  
“But they get along really well and 
have a good connection. Chris  

was totally focused on his career 
a�er splitting from Anna, and  
wasn’t looking for a relationship  
right away. He only met Katherine 
recently, but it’s come at exactly  
the right time.”

Some skeptics, however,  
couldn’t help but note that Chris,  
39, and Katherine were conveniently 
pictured together for the first time 
the exact same week his new flick 
Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom 
opened in cinemas. 

Hmm – coincidence? Perhaps not...

Tori Spelling was trying to preach #bodylove and show of  
her transformation “a�er five babies” when she posted  
the above swimsuit snap on Instagram last week.

“I’ve been working at it and eating and playing to live  
my best life and I feel like it’s showing,” the star, 45, wrote 
alongside the pic.

However, Tori’s inspirational post didn’t get quite the  
reaction she’d hoped for. Instead, her followers were distracted 
by her obvious attempts at digitally altering her face and bod! 

“What’s with the lines under your arms. Doesn’t look like 
your body or face,” slammed one. “Umm, photoshopping  
the f**k out of yourself is definitely looking for the approval  
of others. Why not show the real body.” 

5

Might be  
time for 

Photoshop 
refresher 

course, hun!

REAL

LIFE

INSTA
FAIL



Several A-listers 
grew up in the 

Children of God cultFrom the outside looking  
in, they seem to be living  
the fairytale. But for these 
Hollywood stars, life hasn’t 
always been so picture-perfect...

C LTHoww
escaped

NWinvestigates

Celebrity sur vivors te ll

Before Glenn became a Hollywood and Broadway
star, she spent 15 years as a member of a religious  
cult known as the Moral Re-Armament (MRA).

The actress’s parents joined the ultra-conservative, 
secretive cult – which was founded during the late  
1930s – when she was just seven years old.

“It’s cult-living where you’re told what to say and how  
to act. It’s very sexually repressive, and yet you’re supposed  
to be remaking the world, but you remake the world in 
someone else’s eyes, so you give up your individuality. It 
was very destructive,” says Glenn, 71, who broke free of the 
cult at age 22 – although she’s never revealed exactly how.

GLENN

Glenn Close opens upon 15 years spent in‘destructive’ cult

p

‘You basically weren’t 
allowed to do anything,  

or you were made to feel 
guilty about any unnatural 

desire,’ Glenn explains

always willing participants. 
Indeed, many stars, both 

as innocent children and 
impressionable adults, 
have been ensnared by 
notorious cults whose 
members were accused, 
and in many cases 
convicted, of some of the 
worst crimes imaginable.

Here, NW takes you  
inside their shocking 
secret lives…  ■

I
n recent months,  
the world has been 
captivated by the 
shocking claims that 
former Hollywood  

starlet Allison Mack (below)  
was second-in-command in  
the depraved sex cult NXIVM. 

If convicted of the sex 

Smallville actress faces  
a minimum of 15 years behind 
bars, with prosecutors alleging 
that Allison recruited women 
into the organisation, then 
blackmailed them into  
becoming sex slaves for its 
leader Keith Raniere. More 
recently, it was revealed that 
Allison was the one who came 
up with the idea to “brand” the 

women, by burning Keith’s 
initials into their skin.

But while the headlines 
surrounding Allison’s arrest  
have been disturbing to say 

the least, she’s not the only 
celebrity who’s been 
linked to a dark 
organisation.

However, unlike her, 
these A-listers weren’t 



Outspoken actress Rose McGowan,
44, who rose to fame on TV’s Charmed
spent her childhood as a member of
the Children of God in Florence, Italy
– and her experience was horrifying.

Rose, whose rape allegations topple
movie kingpin Harvey Weinstein last
year, recalls her upbringing “was real
idyllic” at first. Then the cult’s sinister
beliefs bubbled to the surface, as they
allegedly encouraged children to
become sexually active and women
were there to serve the men sexually.

Fortunately, Rose’s father – who led
one of the cult’s Italian chapters – had
the family escape out of fear she woul
be molested. “My dad was strong enou
to realise that this hippie love had gon
south !

TS!

oaquin was also raised in the controversial 
Children of God cult, which was spawned  
by the “free love” movement of the ’60s.

The Oscar-nominated actor, 43, revealed that 
is parents and 

ere destitute  
g” conditions.
ommune in 1977 
ee years old, 
s the cult was 

ew members. 
993 of a drug 
aled in 1991 that 

lested at the age 
by Children of
members but
cked it out”.

CHILDRENOFGOD

MICHELLEPFEIFFER

ROSEMcGOWAN
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TheScarface beauty, 60, nearly starved to
as a “breatharian” – a member of a bizarre
believes humans can live without food or
and survive purely on sunlight or air. WTF

A “very controlling” pair of New Age “pe
trainers” convinced a then 20-year-old Mi
to eat only fruit as a step toward living on
and demanded ever-increasing fees for
therapy and spiritual guidance.

With her figure and her bank account 
growing thinner, Mish was eventually 
“saved” when she met her first hubby, 
Children Of The Corn actor Peter Horton, 
who was researching cults for a role. “[It 
made me realise] I was in one,” she says.

T
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JOAQUINP

Who are the Children of God? Rose 
McGowan was shaped by spending her 

childhood with this religious sect

J
C
b

hil livin in the
late brother River, they w

and stuck in “disgusti
The family fled the

when Joaquin was t
er it became obvio

usin sex to recruit ne
ver – who died in
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JOAQUIN PHOENIX OPENS 

UP ABOUT HIS 

CHILDHOOD IN RELIGIOUS 

CULT CHILDREN OF GOD

Horrific reports of sexual violence, incest and 
brainwashing haunt the hippie Christian cult

Michelle was forced 
to live without food 

and water before 
she was rescued by 

her first husband 
Peter Horton

Joaquin (front, 
second from let) 

was born into  
the group, along 
with his siblings 

Liberty, Summer, 
Rain and the late 
River (back let)

‘I remember running through 
a cornfield in thunder and 

lightning, holding my dad’s 
hand and running as fast as  

I could to keep up,’ Rose  
– seen here as a baby with  
her parents – recalls of her 

family’s escape from the cult

d t out .
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MICHELLE PFEIFFER SAYS 
SHE WAS PART OF A 

BREATHARIANISM CULT 
THAT BELIEVED IN LIVING 

WITHOUT FOOD OR WATER
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NWinvesti ates

The Arquette siblings – including Richmond  
and Alexis – grew up in the Skymont Subud 
commune in Virginia. The cult doesn’t define  
itself as a religion, but rather a way to 
communicate with God “in a diferent way”.

Scream actor David, 46, has admitted he had  
a very “dificult” childhood while living in the 
commune from 1971 to 1979, which their parents
Lewis and Brenda began as they believed a
secluded way of life would benefit their family

“[Our parents] started [the commune] with a
bunch of their friends, and they wanted to kind
of build this utopian society,” adds Patricia, 50.

But their “utopia” had no bathrooms, electricity
or running water, and eventually both Arquette
parents became raging alcoholics who abused
their children during their time there.

“[My mother] choked me to the point once
where I started blacking out,” Patricia says.
Meanwhile, Rosanna, 58, claims, “My mother
stabbed me in the arm with a knife. [It was]
just terrible physical abuse.” Yikes!

UUETTETTE
IA

The Arquette siblings faced abuse  

as children growing up in the  
religious cult Skymont Subud

WINONARYDER
When she was just seven years old, the Stranger Things star  
– whose godfather was famed LSD advocate Timothy Leary –  
moved to the Rainbow Family commune in California with her 
parents and younger brother. For three years, Winona, 46, lived  
on a 300-acre property with seven other families where they tried  
to live of the land and be self-suficient, with no electricity or 

unning water. Members of  
he counter-culture hippie  
roup gathered several times  
year to pray, meditate and 

observe group silences for 
world peace. Creepy!

Megan Marx also
had a truly unique 
upbringing, ater 
being born into a 
strict God-fearing
religious cult that
performed exorcisms,
had compulsory daily
church services and b
revealing clothing and e

Megan, 29, made her T
on The Bachelor just fou
ater she “broke free” fr
cult, saying, “It was dif
to leave the ‘community
I had thought about it fo
while. Having my first d
wearing a bikini was ha

Keira Maguire was raised in a polygamist
cult, headed by her late father Alistah
Laishkochav – a convicted paedophile

had nine wives and fathered 64 children. 
e Bachelor in Paradise star, 32, says she spent 
ears in the harem, before her mother Michelle 
ow right) fled the group in 1993 with her six  
s in tow. “I didn’t know who my mum was until  

was five. It sounds strange, but it just is what it 
s,” Keira says of her upbringing. “I didn’t even 
have birthdays. I think I had my first birthday 

when I was seven ”
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WINONA RYDER SPENT THREE YEARS IN THE SECT ‘RAINBOW FAMILY’, A HIPPIE COMMUNE

K i M i i d i l i t

BACHIE BABES: ‘WE GREW UP IN A CULT  TOO’

when I was seven.

KEIRA

Alleged members 
of the Skymont 

Subud commune

Keira’s cult-leader  
dad (right) was convicted 

of 20 child sex ofences 
and one charge of 

reckless injury in 2000

Megan married 
her former 

husband aged 
just 18
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Erm, who allowed Kris  
to be photographed 

holding a toy monkey? 
That’s strike one! 

There’s a job 
opening at  
the Kar-Jenner 
household, if you 
can handle it...

C
ould you actually 
keep up with the 
Kardashians? You’ll 
start your day trying 
to remember at least 

followed by a visit to the vet  
to vaccinate somebody’s new 

Kim’s stylist’s therapist’s auntie 

 
– you’ve forgotten to put petrol 

38 NWonline.com.au
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t ittake bea

‘IT’S NON-
STOP, YOU

NEVER KNOW
WHAT TO
EXPECT’

das

Being Ky’s assistant 
means documenting 

her every move on 
Insta. #fangoals

in the car. Game over. 
If you reckon you could 

handle all that and more,  
then you could be looking 
towards a future with Kris 
Jenner. In collaboration with 
Bumble, the mumager herself  
is hunting for a new personal 
assistant. Excuse us while we 
swipe right to Kris... 

On the app’s “bizz” mode, 
which is designed to help 
businesswomen connect,  
Kris, 62, describes herself  
as an “Entrepreneur, Producer, 
Brand Builder and Manager”.

According to her ad, “If you’re 
a strong candidate, expect to 
hear from Kris herself. The 
person who generates enough 
buzz will join Kris Jenner’s 
personal team to work directly 
with her on daily scheduling 
and organisational tasks and, 

once-in-a-lifetime mentorship.” 
But what exactly does that 

once-in-a-lifetime role entail? 

No slackers please

the Kardashian klan aren’t 
picky – they’re looking for 
hard workers. After all,  
it’s not your usual 

“[You have to 
have] scheduling 
down on a very 
high level,” Kris 
explains. “It’s 
non-stop. Every day is 

what to expect and you have to 
be ready to pivot on a dime.” 

Ironically, for a family who 
made their fortune by living out 
their private lives in public, Kris 
values discretion above all else. 

“It’s about being discreet and 

being private and learning. If 
somebody has something that’s 
happening at the moment, as it 
is a private thing, then somebody 
[would need] to have a lot of 
respect for that,” she says. 

In an episode of Keeping Up 
With The Kardashians this 

year, a panicked (and 
pregnant) Kylie 

Jenner phoned  
her mum to tell  

had been secretly 
taking photos of  

her without her 
permission, and Kris 

suggested they have the 
assistant arrested. So snooping 
and snitching is a big no-no  
if you’re thinking of applying. 

Kylie’s personal assistant 
Victoria Villarroel Gamero  
is perhaps a better example  
of a career path to follow. 

“I started working at  
Kris’s company Jenner 
Communications, and I would 
see Kylie there all the time, 
because it was her mum’s 

 
I saved my number in her 
phone as Victoria The Princess 

Victoria, 26, has worked for 

BFF on standby
Fans will most likely recognise 
Victoria from Kylie’s personal 
social media accounts, because 
when you’re welcomed into the 
family, you’re truly a part of it.

usual assistant style – making 
sure Kylie always had groceries 
and that her cars were ready 
when she needed them – she
is now half PA, half BFF.

Kylie’s assistant 
Victoria (le�) gets 

to roll with the star 
and her bestie 
Jordyn Woods

A�er five full-on 
years as Kim’s PA, 

Steph and her 
reality star boss 
‘decided to part 
ways’ last year 

,,
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Taking Kim’s
fan pics was
also part of

Steph’s duties

Vic, as Kylie calls her, attends
all of the Kardashian birthday
parties and often hangs out
with Kylie and her best friend
Jordyn Woods. When Victoria’s
boyfriend wanted to propose,
he even enlisted Kylie to help

Nowadays, Victoria’s duties
mean she has to be ready at
all hours. “I’ve moved on to
[Kylie’s] personal life,” she says.
“I don’t deal with her house as
much – now it’s more like,
‘What do you need for your
everyday life to be smooth?’
I think to be a personal assistant
you have to be 24/7. She’ll call
me at 2am and I’ll answer.
I don’t really have set hours
– just whenever duty calls.”

Write that down, potential
applicants – Snapchat duties
can come at any time.

Above and beyond
If there was anyone we’d
want to get drunk and
grill about being
a Kardashian PA, it’s
Stephanie Shepherd.
The 27-year-old
began working as
Kim’s assistant in
2013 – when her
boss was pregnant
with North – and
Steph was put
straight to work.

“I was doing her 
whole schedule, doing 
her laundry, booking 
travel, putting the stroller 
together, and all of these 
things,” says Steph. “But  
I wasn’t nervous, I was excited, 
and I was staying longer than 
needed, because I was trying  
to prove myself – and then 
North came early!” 

Four years later, Stephanie  
had been promoted to COO of 
Kardashian West Brands and 
Kim’s roster of assistants had 
grown to at least one personal 
assistant, a house assistant,  
two nannies, multiple  
make-up artists, a stylist  
and even a fake tan specialist. 

Like every job, there are  
ups and downs. Speaking last 
year, Steph admitted she was 

 
I text all day – from the second 

we wake up until we go to bed,”  
she said. And even when she  
got to travel with the fam, she 
couldn’t forget her place. 

“With all that glamour comes 
schlepping the bags and the 
suitcases, and taking the fall 
when the car doesn’t show  

 
or something goes wrong,”  
Steph says. 

Steph was on the job when 
Kim was robbed at gunpoint  
in Paris in 2016 and has said, 
“Wherever we are, my instinct 
is just to protect her. I would 
truly take a bullet for her.”  

Still think you’re up for the job? 

Blurred lines
Steph and Kim parted ways  
at the end of 2017, and while 
they’re said to be back on 
speaking terms, it seems  
Kim wasn’t happy with  
Steph blurring the lines of her 
personal and professional lives. 

Steph had been spending an 
increasing amount of time with 
Kourtney – the pair call each 
other “wifey” – and had even 

Naturally, that’s not something 

you want your boss to hear, and 
Kim was fuming that Steph had 
spoken about it behind her 
back. Contract terminated. 

Discretion is the key, especially 
when it comes to salaries – no 
Kardashian assistant would ever 
deign to reveal theirs. But if 
you’re in it for the KKW Beauty 
products and can survive on 
very little sleep, this might  
just be the job for you. 

So, get your CV together, give 

tell us what you would have 
done in the Kanye crisis... and 
don’t call Kris, she’ll call you.  ■

Kourt was 
attached at the 
hip with Kim’s  

PA Steph

It’s been reported Kim
had two male assistants
on staf to rub sand on
her booty at this 2014

photoshoot. Yep, really!
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ROUD YSPONSOREDBY

2018 TV WEEK

LOGIES LIVE

VOTING IS

NOW OPEN!

Who will 
take home 

the gold Logie 
this year?

Your second chance to vote for 
your favourite stars and shows
■ 

LIVE VOTING in all 10 Popular categories is now open! 
Head to tvweeklogieawards.com.au to place your 

vote before the end of the red-carpet telecast on July 1.

 The 60th TV WEEK Logie Awards will take place on Sunday 
July 1, 2018 at The Star Gold Coast in Queensland. All the 
action from the red-carpet arrivals and awards-show 
celebrations will be telecast on the Nine Network and 9Now.

Join the conversation #tvweeklogies
/TVWEEKmag

@TVWEEKmag

@TVWEEKmag

Plus, don’t miss 
60 Years Of TV WEEK 

Logies Souvenir Edition 
ON SALE NOW

Conditions apply, see magshop.
com.au/weeklyterms. Voting 

commences on 25/06/18 and ends 
at 7.28pm (AEST) on 01/07/18. 

Open to Australian residents only. 
For the removal of doubt, only one 

(1) vote per person is permitted. 
The Organiser is Bauer Media Pty 
Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 

54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. 
Please see bauermedia.com.au/

privacy for our privacy notice. 



Hey, it’s the next best thing 
to being there!

Forget a Happy Meal
at Macca’s, Nori

dined at super-fancy
Italian restaurant

Cipriani. So jel!

North’s BFF
Ryan was

on hand to
celebrate 

Well, when
one is celeb

royalty, they
must perfect
their wave!

‘Are you
having fun,

sweetie?’

‘Tag, you’re

it!’

‘Bye Felicia...
whoever she 

is’

‘I told you to
walk two steps
behind me atall times!’
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Move over Kim Kardashian – ’cause
we’re all about keeping up with your
daughter North West’s new ’do. The
mini fashionista debuts sleek, razor-
straight locks as she celebrates her
fifth birthday in the Big Apple with
her mum, dad Kanye West and bestie
Ryan Nguyen. But being the centre
of atention is tiring work for Nori,
who forces Ye to carry her into her
birthday dinner. Either that or she was
playing a game of “the floor is lava”...

New hair, who dis?

Soz Rizzo,
there’s a new
Pink Lady ruling
the (pre)school

It’s her birthd
and she’ll chu
a tanty if she
wants to!

Nori and Kim are
a couple of shady
ladies in their

matching sunnies

‘Okurrr!
One more

picture’

‘Do you 

even lift, 

bro?!’

‘They had a2-for-1 sale’

‘Did I say you 
could touch me, 

peasant?’

 NWonline.com.au 43
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It’s a, er,
hold up!

‘It’s fun to

stay at the...’

‘... YMCA’

‘This is my 
good side’

Elyse busts  
out a few  

dance moves  
to keep warm 

‘Oooh, it’sa bit nippy’

This icy weather ain’t no
thang for Elyse Taylor!
The Aussie bombshell
and former Victoria’s
Secret model braves the
cold to rock an itsy-bitsy
bikini during a swimsuit
shoot in Sydney.
Brr-illiant work, babe!

Elyse’s got 
no chill
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Spoted: Blake Lively looking like
a shadow of her stylish self as she 
films her new flick The Rhythm 
Section in Madrid. Production of the 
thriller – which sees Blake playing  
a former prostitute exacting revenge 
on those who killed her family – was 
halted back in January after the 
former Gossip Girl star injured her 
wrist during filming. Great to see  
you back in action, B – even if  
you’re a tad underdressed! 

It’s a rough 
day at the office
for Blake

‘Fugly pants are all 
that fit me right now’

fa

G ll

‘Eek! The

ashion police

are coming!’

Guess we all
can’t get the
wardrobe from
Gossip Girl

Blake catches
a glimpse of
herself in
amirror...
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Not content with ruling
the regular runways, 
Kendall Jenner and Bella 

Hadid are now taking over 
Milan Men’s Fashion Week! 
The gal pals steal the 
spotlight from the fellas as 
they strut their stuff during 
Versace’s show. “It was a 
#menswear show but these 
TWO GODDESSES walked 
the runway for me today!! 
Thanks Bella and Kendall!!” 
designer Donatella Versace 
gushed on Insta after the 
presentation. Killing it, girls!

Catwalk 
kweens!

New trend 
alert! Try a 
corsage on 
your ankle! 

Kenny’s 
smashing the 
glass ceiling... 
and runway!

‘Just 

popping out 

for a dip!’

‘Try and keep up  boys!’

The star’s boys 
Ryder and Bing 

can’t wait to meet 
their baby sister

k
b



OK, Kate, we get it 
– you’re having  
a girl. And we’re 

totes excited! 

Sun’s out,  
bump’s out! 

Kate and Danny’s
babymoon was
a family afair

‘Not long till 

we’re raising 

Helen!’

‘Because I

sea-weed’

‘Why is the water so warm?’

She’s set to give birth to her daughter in
just a mater of weeks, but KateHudson
looks ready to pop as she enjoys a family
vacay to Greece’s Skiathos Island with her
sonsRyderandBingham, babydaddy
DannyFujikawaand the rest of the fam.
The actress recently revealed she suffered
prety intense morning sickness early on
in her pregnancy, but it’s clear she’s now
feeling – and looking! – beter than ever!

‘Sounds 

like a good 

sequel!’

‘You, Me  

and Baby’

K-Hud bumps out

 NWonline.com.au 47



Ma�hew McConaughey
shows us how to, er, lose 
the pounds in 10 days  
as he enjoys a run in 
sunny Malibu. The buff 
actor certainly isn’t 
suffering a failure to 
launch as he works up  
a sweat during his sprint 
from Point Dume to Zuma 
Beach. Phwoar!

Mat’s alright,
alright, alright

‘My eyes are 

up here 

NW-etes!’

‘I put my right leg in...’

Run, Matt, 
run!

Need us to 
massage that leg 

for you, Matt?

Might be time to 
pull those arseless 

chaps out of the 
closet, girl!

Christina obvi  
didn’t get the white 

shoe memo...

‘The genie 
has been set 

free’



Christina Aguilera gives the
girls – and boys – what they  
want as she performs during  
the US Today show’s Summer 
Concert Series at the Rockefeller 
Center in New York City. But it 
seems the singer – who’s just 
about to embark on her first tour 
in more than a decade – was in a 
rush to hit the stage, as she totally 
forgot to put on pants. Oops!

Xtina hits dem 
high notes

‘Watch 

me fit it in  

my mouth!’

Someone get 
X-tina a foam 
finger – STAT!

Just casually 
unleashing 

her voice 
within. LOL!

‘Beat that, 

Miley!’



Rita Ora
While we 
appreciate a star 
who’s willing to 
make a bold 
style statement, 
Reets misses the 
mark in this 
bizarre Tom 
Ford number.  
Bright yellow 
might be so hot 
right now, but 
those raised 
shoulder pads 
and metallic 
sleeves are 
definitely not.

NOT

hoebe
Price
Soz Pheebs,  
but your pink 
poolside get-up 
is sarong it’s 
painful! But 
we’ll at least, er, 
tip our hat to the 
flame-haired 
actress for being 
sun smart... 

NOT
Natalie
Portman
Ever the professional 
when it comes to 
fashion, Nat is spot  
on in her polka dot 
Miu Miu gown. The 
sweetheart neckline 
and rufled skirt help 
create a fun, flirty 
silhouette – while 
Nat’s decision to go 
minimal with her 
jewels really allows 
the dress to shine!

HOT

Zendaya
The actress looks good enough to eat in 
this chocolatey August Getty party dress. 
And Z herself agrees, joking that she 
resembles a “fine ass unwrapped, caramel 
filled Hershey’s Kiss”. Yum!

HOT



Amal
Clooney
By George – Mrs 
Clooney never 
fails to impress! 
The human rights 
lawyer and 
mother-of-two 
oozes old 
Hollywood 
glamour in this 
bespoke Alberta 
Ferretti gown, 
which is made  
of sumptuous 
Bordeaux  
velvet. Gorge!

HOT
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Victoria
Beckham
Q: Does Posh ever 
put a foot wrong 
when it comes  
to nailing street 
style? A: Nope! 
Whether she’s 
rocking a camo- 
print tee and jeans 
or serving up 
ladylike glamour  
in pastel dresses – 
all from her own 
label, natch! – VB 
once again proves 
why she’s the 
poshest fashionista 
in town! 

HOT



TOPSHOP

$63
topshop.com

Timeless

TWEED
Classic ladylike style
without the royal

price tag!

TIP 
A tweed two-piece set 
will be on high rotation 
for those ‘what to wear’ 

winter days. Choose 
garments that are 

tailored and form-fitting 
for a polished finish.

ZARA 

$69.95
zara.com/au

CHARLES AND KEITH

$99
charleskeith.com/au

KAREN MILLEN 

$425
karenmillen.com.au

MARCS

$279.95
marcs.com.au

ZARA

$59.95
zara.com/au
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CELEBS IN FASHION

ON
trend

COOHEM CLUTCH

$122
farfetch.com.au



GET THE LOOK

Ice icebaby!K-Stew is
all kindsof sweet inher
powdery-blue two-piece!

JOEBROWN

$121
next.com.au

SPORTSGIRL

$29.95
t i l

TOPSHOP

$69
topshop.com
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sportsgirl.com.au

M
a

TOPSHOP

$122.60
topshop.com

THURLEYTHURLEY

$499
thurley.com.au
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dery blue two piece!

Kristen Stewa�

BAILEYNELSON $175 
baileynelson.com.au

WANDERLUST + CO

$64.48 

wanderlustandco.com

SPORTSGIRL 

$39.95 

sportsgirl.com.au

H&M 

$44.99 

hm.com/au

BILLINI

$89.95
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$89.95
theiconic.com.au



When boot season beckons, working out 
what to wear them with can be somewhat
overwhelming – cue the white boot. Any 
head-to-toe look you’d normally pair with 
black boots will work seamlessly with this
trend, plus you’ll amp up your street style
status by 100-plus likes easy!

Booty
CALL

WHITE 
WALKERS

Put your best foot forward with eight boo
trends to kickstart your winter wardrobe!

Clockwise from top: SKIN FOOTWEAR $229.95 skin-footwear.com, 
SOL SANA $259 sol-sana.com.au, ALIAS MAE $239.95 aliasmae.com, 
SENSO $285 senso.com.au, THERAPY $89.95 styletread.com.au, 
TONY BIANCO $219.95 tonybianco.com.au

t 
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If you’re a risk-taker or your style is some
edgy, upgrade to a boot with all the bells
whistles – AKA buckles and studs. Then w
yourself kick ass without even trying!

TOUGH COOK

heels have been resurrected
d we’re totes happy about
are wearing this trend IRL and

rfect addition (corny pun fully
ur everyday work wardrobe.

incing?

TEN HEEL

hen a trend dominates in the 
othing domain, it’s only a matter 
time before it trickles down to 

otwear. The heavy texture of  
e velvet boot makes quite the 
atement and, hey, we’re all for 
aving the spotlight on us!

FEEL GOOD

GLAMOROUS
$66 

next.com.au

EDWARD MELLER
$295

edwardmeller.com.au

m

MPREDI 
319
redi.com

O
0
om.au

MOLLINI
 $219.95
mollini.com.au

H&M
$79.99
hm.com/au

TONY BIANCO
$239.95

tonybianco.com.au

SPORTSGIRL
$99.95

sportsgirl.com.au

NEXT 
$58 

next.com.au

NEXT 
$106 

next.com.au

ZARA
$69.95
zara.com/au

enItsy-bitsy kitte
s anfrom the ’80s
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SEM
$3

semp

avin

BEAU COOPS
$106

beaucoops.com
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ZARA
$159

zara.com/au

RUBI
$49.95
rubi.com.au

SKINFOOTWEAR
$229.95

skin-footwear.com
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ALDO
$110

theiconic.co
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High-rise boots are 
the number-one shoe 
to keep you warm 
when the mercury 
drops. And the beauty 
of this trend means 
you can extend the life 
of your summer skirts 
and dresses – always 
good for the purse!

SKY 
HIGH

Kick of your heels and sad
biggest trend strutting dow
– the cowboy boot. Luckily
street has stepped up agai
of afordable oferings to s
he season. Howdy, partne

GO WES
K
b
–
s
o
t

Don’t be alarmed, the ‘Jenny From The B
lace-up boot isn’t back – but her streaml
sister is! If you struggle to find a well-fitt
boot, this trend is perfect for you. Adjust
laces and expandable width allow for ext
movement and comfort. You can thank us

LACE IT UP

MOLLINI
$249.95 
mollini.com.au

WANTED
$179.95  

wantedshoes.com.au

OFFICE
$159 

office.co.uk

BILLINI
$109.95 
billini.com

SENSO
$275

senso.com

MERCHANT 1948
$259.90 

merchant1948.co.nz

MANGO
$199.95

theiconic.com.au

WITTNER
$259.95
wittner.com.au

TONY
$2

tonybia

$

WEAR
5
r.com

I LOVE BILLY $129.95 
styletread.com.au

ALIAS MAE $349.95 
aliasmae.com

CHARLES  
& KEITH
$109

charleskeith.
com/au
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Y BIANCO
229.95
anco.com.aau
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NUDEFOOOTW
$1999.95

nude-foottwear
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ia
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WITTNER
$369.95
ttner.com.au

$

ASOS
$65 

asos.com/au



Reptile skin is at the height of sartorial 
sophistication, so all you need is a bit of 
confidence to pull this one of. Crocodile 

and snakeskin lend themselves to the ’70s 
revival – think denim flares, chunky 

turtlenecks and baker boy caps. The 
golden rule? Faux is the 

only way to go!

TEXTURED 
TALE

Clockwise from top: MI PIACI $320 mipiaci.com.au, 
SOL SANA $239 sol-sana.com.au, MI PIACI $300 
mipiaci.com.au, ALIAS MAE $229.95 aliasmae.com, 
NINE WEST $219.95 ninewest.com.au,  
RUBI $49.95 rubi.com.au
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The Australian Women’s Weekly and Editor-in-chief Nicole Byers invite
you to join them at a very special Christmas in July lunch.

As Australians we usually celebrate

Christmas in the sun, so we would like to

recreate the more traditional Christmas

of our friends in the northern hemisphere

and celebrate in our coldest month.

This is an afternoon not to be missed:

you will be served a delicious three-

course Christmas meal crafted by our

very own Food Director Fran Abdallaoui, 

and be immersed in all excitement 

and festive spirit that is Christmas 

with The Australian Women’s Weekly. 

There will also be live demonstrations 

and helpful tips and tricks on hosting the 

perfect Christmas with friends and family.

Guests will also receive a copy 
of The Australian Women’s Weekly 

Christmas Basics worth $34.99

Meet our Editor-In-Chief, Nicole Byers, 

and Food Director, Fran Abdallaoui

PRESENTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN WOMEN’S WEEKLY AND 
APT, THE LEADERS IN LUXURY TOURING AND CRUISING.  

EVENT DETAILS

MELBOURNE

WHEN: Thursday 19th July - 12pm

WHERE: Trunk Bar & Restaurant
 275 Exhibition St, Melbourne, VIC 3000

 

SYDNEY

WHEN: Thursday 26th July - 12pm

WHERE: Beta Bar Sydney
238 Castlereagh St, Sydney, NSW 2000

 

BOOK NOW: 
Tickets are $75 each plus booking fee. 

Visit AWWchristmasinJuly.pleezpay.com 
to purchase your tickets.

For more information about tickets 

please call (02) 8267 9507

HURRY,
TICKETS 

CLOSE 
SOON

Celebrate 

Ch as 
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CYA LATER
CELLULITE
This hour-long treatment
uses a high-tech combo
of cavitation and radio
frequency to break down
fat, tighten and tone the
skin, and smooth out any
dimples. So what’s the
pain factor you ask? Zero.
It feels like a massage
with no downtime. The
downside? You’ll need
about eight treatments.

Body Catalyst Cellulite
Treatment from $249
bodycatalyst.com.au

&
H

to
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round 
or

g
ck.
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y
rthermic 
damage  
ody

In need of a collagen boost? Try 
needling. A vibrating pen with 
microscopic needles punctures  
the skin to trick it into thinking  
it’s injured, promoting the healing 
process and stimulating collagen. 
You’ll likely have redness and  
mild swelling post treatment  
and, depending on the intensity, 
your skin may crust. No pain,  
no gain, right?!

Clearskincare Clinics Meso Needling 
$219 clearskincareclinics.com.au

treat t

SHAVE IT OFF

Known as dermaplaning, this treatm

in-salon or at home. A scalpel-like to

skin and peach fuzz, leaving your fa

Build-up of hair and skin can cause

and clogged pores, so a monthly sc

We recommended visiting a profes

TURN OVER
NEW SKIN
Best suited for people over 30
looking to target ageing, sun
damage and sagging, this laser
treatment works by destroying
old, damaged cells to replace
them with fresh ones. Recovering
is like being sunburnt – you’ll
experience soreness, redness and
peeling before revealing new skin.

Fraxel from $1200 fraxel.com.au

Lilibeth
Dermaplane

Tool $25 for 2
beautyexpert.com
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Winter hibernation 
is perfect for 

treating yourself for a TIME 

SCULPT
SMOOTH
If you’re struggling
get rid of wobbly bi
– like those areas a

your tummy, thighs
chin, this fat-fighting

device will do the tric
The 25-minute treatm

uses non-invasive body
contouring and hyper

laser technology to d
fat cells that your b
then naturally gets
rid of through its

lymphatic system.

Sculpsure $1000
cynosureaustralia.com

ment can be done

ool scrapes of dead
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ace silky smooth.

e breakouts, dullness

crape can work wonders.

ssional before you try DIY.
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eEssence Longlasting Lipstick in VelvetMatt 

$4.70 essence.eu/au

For vampy vibes you can’t go past 
purple. Deep shades suit olive 
skin tones best. If you’re fair, 

choose a lippie on the mauve side.  

PURPLE

Estée Lauder Pure Color Envy Matte 
Lipstick in Fame Seeker $52 

esteelauder.com.au

RED
A rich, bold red will lit your  
dull, lacklustre winter skin  
in an instant. It’s the cheap 
alternative to a salon facial! 

Stevie K Matte Lipstick in Here Comes 
Trouble $24.90 steviekcosmetics.com

 Brunettes rejoice! This red-wine  
hue is your make-up match.  

It picks up pigment from your 
strands to make them pop! 

BURGUNDY

Dolce & Gabbana Matte Lipstick  
in Orchid $56 myer.com.au 

Pink pouts don’t need to  
be girly. A deep rose hue  
like Margot’s looks sexy  

and sophisticated.

PINK

M.A.C Matte Lipstick in Diva  
$36 maccosmetics.com.au

The hottest hue of the ’90s  
is making a major comeback, 
but pair with bronzer to avoid 

looking washed-out.

BROWN

Colour By TBN Lipstick in Blackforest
Babe $3.95 colourbytbn.com.au

If you’re worried about  
going too brown or too purple,

start in the middle with this
universally flattering hue.

PLUM
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INGREDIENTS
100g (1 cup) almond meal
25g (¼ cup) coconut flour 
2 eggs
Pinch of ground cinnamon 

oney 
nanas, mashed 

ueberries

es – sister of Aussie trainer extraordinaire Kayla – has a few
handy tips for keeping those bad bugs at bay. “Eating well, and eating
a balanced diet full of wholesome and colourful foods, will give you
a better chance of fighting those common colds,” Leah, who’s new

TheNourishingCook is packed with nutritious and simple recipes, tellsNW.
well as filling up on vitamin-rich goodies, Leah has two other big tips for staying
hy in the colder months. “Keep up your water intake and reach for the right 
! Instead of greasy takeaway on cold nights, try making a vegie soup,” she says.

90g (¼ cup) h
3 very ripe ba
125g fresh blu

Leah Itsines’

s
book

As w
healt
thing

Sk

BLUEBERRY MUFFINS

r

Salmon’s a perfect snack
for “getting those good
fats into your day”, says 
Leah. Add a squeeze of 
lemon for a vitamin C 

and flavour boost.

TOP TIP

METHOD  
• Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease a 6-cup 
standard muffin tin.
• Combine almond meal, coconut flour, 
eggs, cinnamon, honey and banana in  
a bowl and mix thoroughly. Gently fold 
in the blueberries. 
• Spoon the muffin mixture into the 
prepared tin and bake in the oven for 

25 minutes, or until the muffins are 
lightly browned. To test if they are 

cooked through, stick a skewer  
in the middle of a muffin – if it 
comes out clean, they’re ready.

“Blueberries are rich
in vitamin C and pack

a punch when it 
comes to boosting 

your immune system,”  
advises Leah.

TOP TIP

Leah with 
her sister 

Kayla



BAKED EGGS
INGREDIENTS
1 tbsp olive oil  
½ onion, finely diced  
1 garlic clove, crushed 
400g can whole peeled tomatoes 
100g can black beans, drained
½ tsp dried oregano
½ tsp chilli flakes (add more  
if you like it extra hot)
Pinch each of salt flakes and  
freshly ground black pepper 
4 eggs 
2 tbsp grated parmesan
 
METHOD
• Preheat oven to 180°C. 
• Heat the olive oil in a saucepan  
over medium heat, add the  
onion and garlic and fry, stirring 
occasionally, for 5 minutes, or until 
the onion is softened. Stir in the 
tomatoes, black beans, oregano, 
chilli flakes, salt and pepper  
and simmer for 5 minutes. 
• Spoon 1 tbsp of the tomato  
mixture into the base of two 2-cup 
capacity ovenproof bowls. Crack  
2 eggs into each bowl, then cover 
with the rest of the tomato mixture. 
Sprinkle the parmesan over the top 
and bake in the oven for 10 minutes 
(for runny eggs) or 15 minutes (for 
medium–well-done eggs). 

and mint in a large bowl and mix.
• To make the dressing, in a small
bowl, combine the soy sauce,
chilli, sesame oil, lime juice, fish
sauce and brown sugar and mix
thoroughly. Pour the dressing over
the salad and toss. Evenly divide
the salad and meatballs between
serving plates and serve.

“These baked eggs are full
of tomatoes, great for
vitamin C,” says Leah. 

“This hearty dish is exactly 
what you need when 

feeling a little low.”

TOP TIP

“When I’m feeling a cold
coming on, I’ll have a tea
with fresh ginger. Ginger

has antibacterial and
anti-inflammatory
properties,” shares

Leah.

TOP TIP

INGREDIENTS
Olive oil, for frying
1 red capsicum, finely sliced
2 Lebanese cucumbers,
deseeded, finely sliced
1 red onion, finely sliced
115g (1½ cups) shredded
red cabbage
1 large carrot, cut into
long, thin strips
1 large handful of coriander
leaves, roughly chopped
(optional)
1 large handful of mint,
roughly chopped

Meatballs
500g chicken mince

2 garlic cloves, crushed
2cm piece of ginger, grated

1 tbsp curry powder
2 spring onions, finely sliced
2 tbsp coriander leaves, finely
chopped
1 tbsp mint leaves, finely chopped
Pinch of salt flakes and freshly
ground black pepper

Dressing
1 tbsp soy sauce
1 small red chilli,
deseeded, sliced
1 tbsp sesame oil
2 tbsp lime juice
1 tbsp fish sauce
½ tsp brown sugar

METHOD
• To make the meatballs,
combine chicken mince, garlic,
ginger, curry powder, spring onion,
coriander, mint, salt and pepper
in a large bowl and mix thoroughly.
Using 1 tbsp of mixture for each
ball, roll into bite-sized balls.
• Heat a splash of olive oil in
a large non-stick frying pan
over medium heat, add the
meatballs in batches of 8-10
and cook for 5-7 minutes
until each ball is cooked
all the way through.
• Place the capsicum, cucumber,
onion, cabbage, carrot, coriander

GINGER 
CHICKEN  
MEATBALLS
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NWtravel

Retreat in Tallebudgera – which
is co-owned by Hugh Jackman

– not only boasts the largest spa  
in the Southern Hemisphere,  
but guests can also switch of  

with yoga, bushwalks  
and a delish organic menu. 

Where do we sign up?!

for the g

The shiny new jewel in
the Gold Coast’s crown is
The Star in Broadbeach, which 
boasts two luxury hotels –  
The Star Grand and The 
Darling – and a casino. But 
when it’s time to recharge, the 
high-rollers hit the complex’s 
Azure spa where they can 
indulge in a blissful bespoke 
treatment or take a dip in  
The Darling’s rootop infinity 
pool. The nearby Golden Door 
Day Spa in Main Beach and the 
funky spaQ at QT Gold Coast  
in Surfer’s Paradise are also 
firm favourites with celebs 
and locals who want  
to check in and chillax!  

64 NWonline.com.au
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THE NEW DARLING IN TOWN

The Gwinganna Lifestyle
R t t i T ll b d

THE PERFECT SPA DAY

Justin Lane 
is right up 
our alley

Newlywed Anna 
Heinrich loves 
getting away  

to the Goldie – 
the boutique 

hotel QT is one  
of her fave  

places to stay

The Star Gold 
Coast has made 
a serious splash
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p keep
you busy with
your besties  

on the Goldie, 
Queensland –  
the new home  
of theTVWeek
Logie Awards!

o

d glam, ther
k

With all that g
and glam ther

gir ls
WHERE TO STAY

As well as having the most Insta-worthy 
pool on the whole GC, the five-star 
Sheraton Grand Mirage (main) is also 
the city’s only beachfront resort and 
just a stroll from the famous Sea World.  
It’s not the only place with impressive 
ocean views though. The Crowne Plaza 
Surfers Paradise towers over the glitter 
strip is the perfect place to sight some 
waves, as is the nearby Hilton. But  
if you’re more interested in spotting 
celebs, the ritzy Palazzo Versace –  
where excess is everything – is the 
preferred bolthole for stars like  
Johnny Depp, Mariah Carey and Pink.

Well, if it’s good enough for Miley Cyrus and Liam
Hemsworth (who were spotted noshing here in
January), then pan-Asian hotspot Rick Shores
(below) is good enough for us! And it’s no wond
the beachside eatery is THE place to eat in Burleigh
Heads – just check out that to-die-for view! Other
great places to grab grub and gab with the gals? 
Nineteen, the rootop restaurant at The Star, is the 
glam way to go, while The Collective in Palm Beach 
is a more casual, but still chic option. So many 
choices, so little time!

day of splurging
and spa-ing (life’s tough, hey!),
you and the besties can booze  

the night away at Burleigh rootop 
bar Justin Lane, or sit back and sip  

a vino or two under the canary 
yellow umbrellas at Nobby 

Beach’s Bar Hellenika,  
which is inspired by  

a Greek Island.
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BOOZY LUNCH

ds!
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COCKTAIL TIME

The Goldie’s most 
famous daughter 

Margot Robbie 
loves to head back 
to her hometown 

for some R&R

The Rick Shores 
menu is made 

for sharing

e A

TV Week Logie Awards 

airs Sunday July 1 

on Nin   

m

er

Miley’s an 
honorary 

Goldie girl

Who’s up fo
a slumber

party at the
Crowne
Plaza?!

or

e

We can see why 
the A-listers love 

the Palazzo 
Versace



The  with Adele Lang
St rsyour

MONBusy Philipps, 39. Carly Simon, 73.
Linda Cardellini, 43. Ricky Gervais, 57.
TUESAubrey Plaza, 34. Ariana Grande,
25. Nick Oferman, 48. Sean Hayes, 48
WEDKhloe Kardashian, 34. Sam Claflin,

32. Shannon Purser, 21THURSElon Musk,
47. Kathy Bates, 70FRICamila Mendes,

24. Nicole Scherzinger, 40SATCheryl
Tweedy, 35. Lizzy Caplan, 36
SUN Liv Tyler, 41. Pamela

Anderson, 51.

With fun, new relationships
on the cards, Ari and other
Cancerians are advised to
not neglect their old pals!

Ariana
Grande
June 26, 1993
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Yourweekly plannervve
Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scorpio Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces

MON ✖ ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤

TUES ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖

WED ❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤❤

THURS ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤

FRI ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤

SAT ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ✖

SUN ✖ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤ ❤

Romance looks set
to be a scorcher

  Might be more fizzle than sizzle

Expect more than a few warm,
fuzzy feelings

  Hmm, maybe wear your thermals

Capricorn DEC 22 – JAN 20

Your judgemental side is coming  
out this week and it’s putting your 
popularity in all kinds of circles in 
danger. Planetary patterns signal  
a change in opinions should you 
criticise those around you. Yes, you 
may have a point, but is it worth 
losing your present great standing?

Aquarius JAN 21 – FEB 19 

Now that the Moon’s in your own sign, 
you can aford to be more forthright 
about how you feel. As a general astro 
rule, you’re not one to open up on  
a regular basis. This week, however, 
don’t hold back. Your admissions 
could make a diference as to how 
plans progress in the future. 

Pisces FEB 20 – MAR 20 

Solar activity highlights some hugely 
positive moments this week. Getting 
dizzy with excitement is perfectly 
normal. Just be sure to include less 
fortunate friends when celebrating. 
They don’t have much to be cheerful 
about... except for the fact you’ve 
chosen to invite them along.

Aries MAR 21 – APRIL 20

You’ll need to be highly organised  
if you want to achieve everything  
on your to-do list this week. While 
delegating certain tasks is an option, 
lunar activity suggests your nearest 
and dearest aren’t going to prove 
very helpful. Paid help from outside 
sources would be worth considering. 

Taurus APRIL 21 – MAY 21

While you may be keen to initiate  
a major life change, try not to do it all 
in one go. Yes, you’re stuck in a rut. 
Yes, it’s completely understandable 
that you want to turn things around. 
Nevertheless, you’ll probably make 
more progress by implementing 
your plan in numerous phases.

Gemini MAY 22 – JUNE 21

It’s a well-known astro fact that Gem 
girls live in their own heads a lot of 
the time. This week, however, the 
planets want you to make an efort 
to get inside the heads of others. Ask 
the right questions, then listen to  
the answers. You’ll be amazed how 
much more you can learn about life.

Cancer JUNE 22 – JULY 23

Although you might be making an 
efort to meet new friends, try not  
to neglect your old social network  
in the process. The latter might 
seem a tad dull right now, but they 
are the ones you’ll turn to when life 
doesn’t go your way. Play it smart  
to have the best of both worlds.

Leo JULY 24 – AUG 23

Mercury looks set to bring financial 
opportunities this week. The only 
problem is you might miss the boat 
because you’re more interested in 
chilling out rather than following  
up on ideas that can earn you extra 
cash. With luck, a loved one will 
encourage you to make the efort.

Virgo AUG 24 – SEPT 23

Your love planet Neptune makes 
light work of romantic afairs in  
the coming days. So there’s no way 
you’ll come across as too intense for 
a partner or suitor. In fact, admirers 
might accuse you of being too 
frivolous! Oh well, at least you’ll  
be having some fun for a change.

Libra SEPT 24 – OCT 23 

Projecting confidence in your self is 
key in the next seven days. According 
to your chart, the outside world will 
be judging you on how you appear 
as opposed to how you really are.  
As much as you might want to  
tell the truth here, modesty and 
humility won’t win you any prizes. 

Scorpio OCT 24 – NOV 22

News from an old friend might not 
be good, but it will give you pause  
to think about your own future. Astro 
trends indicate you’ve been in need 
of a bolt from the blue – if just to 
ensure you reassess your path. You 
may have taken a wrong turn, but 
now’s the time to rectify that. 

Sagittarius NOV 23 – DEC 21

Since Jupiter’s still retrograde, you 
should try to be more amenable  
to the wants or needs of loved  
ones. While this stargazer isn’t 
asking you to act like a doormat,  
it might help to dial down your 
demanding side and show that 
you’re capable of compromise.
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BiP star 

Jared Haibon’s 
engagement to 

Ashley Iaconetti
came as a happy 

surprisesurprise

omg no way!!! They were on and of in

the American show! But I loved them

@kimmie_jane 

nd of in

Yay! Good on you American Jared!  @lewislovestory

@mary_

Great to see their kids will have a much happier life for it @diane_mava

datingg MAFS stud Ryan Gallagher and

you’re so here for it!
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omg omg
omg! They both

deserve good
people

@mishelle
noga

Get out
of town! Love

this pair
@avr131518

omg I actually
think they would

make a good couple!
@chloe
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every row, column and 3x3 square
contains all numbers from 1 to 9.

Sudoku
Solution in next week’s issue

SPOTTHEDIFFERENCESPOTTHEDIFFERENCE
Can you identify the 7 diferences in the pictures below?

Solutions in next week’s issue
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Name that star!

Solutions in next week’s issue

NWpuzzles

Hidden in the box are some celebs’ names, which are split
into two (except for Kimbra) and can be found in straight
lines up, down, forwards, backwards or diagonally. The 
letover letters reveal the name of another star. 

Ariana Grande (let)
Bill Skarsgard

Charlie Hunnam
Chris Brown

Emma Kenney
Evan Peters

Imogen Anthony
Kathryn Newton

Kimbra
Lea Michele

Lucas Till
Sam Claflin

4 2 1 7 6 5 8 3 9

5 8 7 4 9 3 6 1 2

9 3 6 8 1 2 4 5 7

1 5 9 6 8 7 3 2 4

3 7 8 5 2 4 1 9 6

6 4 2 9 3 1 5 7 8

7 6 5 3 4 9 2 8 1

2 9 4 1 5 8 7 6 3

8 1 3 2 7 6 9 4 5

Last week’s Sudoku
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Crozzle No. 21/18
Solution: Fabrizio Moretti

Last week’s Name That Star
Solution: Gwyneth Paltrow

NEW CELEBTRIVIA & PUZ
Want even more puz z les?

TO
ENTER...

First Name:

Last Name:

Address: 

Suburb:

State:

Postcode:

Phone:

Email:

Head to:
nowtolove.com.au/
nwcrozzle, click on
Issue 27 and follow  

the prompts

OR

Send this coupon to:
NWCrozzle 1827

PO Box 459
Eastern Suburbs MC  

NSW 2004

Please tick if you do
not wish us to provide

your information to any
organisation not associated 
with this competition. 

Crozzle answer:



Win
$1000

CROZZLECROZZLE
TO ENTER, HEAD TO NOWTOLOVE.COM.AU/NWCROZZLE AND FOLLOW THE PROMPTS
OR FILL IN THE COUPON ON THE LEFT AND SEND TO THE ADDRESS PROVIDED

When you have solved the Crozzle, the letters in the shaded
squares, reading left to right, top to bottom, will reveal the 
name of the film featuring our pictured stars (7).
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prince
Animal,

brute

Kanye
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wife
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__ Penn,
actor

Make a
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Thick
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a horn

Current
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call
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Milk
sugar
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two
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city
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to paper
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Pub,
hotel

Pull hard
Baby
deer

2009 hit
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Beyonce
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Light
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on video
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Fanning,
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Female
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Spice Girl
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Paper
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Electric
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Mendes,
actress
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LISTLIST

PREACHER S3 

Jesse (Dominic 
Cooper), Cassidy 
(Joseph Gilgun) and 
Tulip (Ruth Negga) 
return to Angelville – the 
Louisiana plantation where 
Jesse was raised – to face 
demons from his past in his 
quest to find God, who’s  
gone missing from Heaven. 
 Drops June 25 on Stan 

ACTION POINT

Everyone’s fave Jackass daredevil 
Johnny Knoxville returns as the 
owner of an out-of-control amusement 
park where the rides are designed with 
minimum safety for maximum fun. 
Think really messed-up stunts... that 
apparently involve bears.
 In cinemas June 28 

MOVIE

MOVIE

MOVIE

She’s been releasing new music and producing 13 Reasons Why, but busy
bee Selena Gomez made time to bring back her character Mavis in the
latest instalment of cute-as-a-button freak franchise Hotel Transylvania 3,
which sees our fave monster fam head of on a luxury cruise. And Sel says  
it was a blast reuniting with her co-stars a�er a six-year hiatus. “I think  
it’s fun,” she gushes. “I feel comfortable with everyone. It feels like we’re 
getting back with old friends and doing it.” But Sel reckons both she and  
“sarcastic” Mavis – who she admits she is “very similar” to – have come  
a long way since the first flick. “My voice changed. I was probably 17 or 18 
when I did the first one,” she says. “The just voice got lower and lower.  
I can’t go that high anymore.” Sel also got a kick out of entertaining kids 
again. “It’s just something I really, really miss,” explains the former  
Disney star. “There’s nothing better than making a kid smile.” 
 Hotel Transylvania 3 is in cinemas June 28 

‘I mean,  

I could, but 

why would  

I want to?’

‘Keep your hands to yourself’

Sh ’ b l i i d d i 13 R Wh b t b

LD MOVIE

Sel ’s

JOINTHE

PACK

TV

MOVIE



You better werk, final fo q
Mamma Ru isn’t handing out the crown to
just anyone! This week RuPaul will crown
one of her finalists – Eureka, Aquaria, Asia 
O’Hara and Kameron Michaels – Season  
10’s Next Drag Superstar. Squeals!

And if Season Six star and Australian Idol 
alum Courtney Act has anything to do with 

on Aquaria’s heavily teased blonde wig.
“I know and love Aquaria!” Court

tells NW exclusively. “We’ve done lots  
of shows together – she’s so creative  
and talented.”  
 RuPaul’s Drag Race drops 
 Fridays on Stan 

SICARIO 2: SOLDADO 

Following the 2015 crime thriller 
starring Emily Blunt comes the 
second instalment in the Sicario saga. 
The drug war has worsened with the 
cartels bringing terrorists across the 
US border. The only solution agents 
Matt Graver (Josh Brolin) and 
Alejandro (Benicio del Toro) can  
see is to start a war with everyone.
 In cinemas June 28 

also a damn good storyline that 
has fans around the globe calling  
it “the best show in the world”. 
Here’s why...

IT’S REAL
Not only is the series produced
by rapper 50 Cent, it’s also loosely
based on the former drug dealer’s
real-life experience of going from
the gutter to the Grammys!

Whaaat?!
“I was driven to tell this story

based on my own personal
experiences,” says Fiddy, whose
character lands behind bars.

“It’s an outline of what a lot of
people are trying to accomplish.
It’s showing a person at the point
where he has made it to the top,
and is struggling between creating
a new direction and staying with
that type of lifestyle.”

IT’S KILLING IT IN THE RATINGS
The show – which has already
been picked up for a sixth season
by the way – has been going
great guns in the States, coming
second only to juggernaut Game

Of Thrones in the ratings.
“Our audience is extremely

passionate,” says Fiddy. “They’ll
stop, tweet, post a picture to say,
‘Don’t call my phone, don’t text
me, nothing, I’m watching my
show. Don’t come over here.’”

So be prepared to say
goodbye to your social life!

’Cause if you haven’t 
already, you’re  
totesmissingout

s

g

FIDDY IN THE FLESH!
50 Cent says he was blindsided 
when his manhood flashed up  
on-screen in Season Three. But  
no one was more shocked than his 
relatives. “My aunt sees the show, 
and she’s like, ‘I’m traumatised!’” 
laughs the actor of the scene.  
“She texted me like, ‘What the 
f**k? Why didn’t you tell me?’” 

But we’ve told you, so now  
you can fast-forward straight  
to Season Three if you’re not  
up to date.

You’re welcome!
 Power Season Five drops  
 Sunday July 1 on Stan  

T
he gritty drama series 
about the drug game 
and nightclub biz in 
glamorous Manhattan 
is back for a fi�h 

       season, so if you’re not already  
a Power pledge, it’s time to get 
clued in on the new bad boys 
everyone’s talking about. 

Omari Hardwick (who 
belongs to Jay-Z and 
Beyonce’s inner circle, FYI) 
stars as James “Ghost” St 
Patrick – a drug kingpin 
attempting to start a 
new life as a respected 
member of NYC’s elite. 
Joseph Sikora 
shadows as James’s 
brother in arms 
Tommy Egan  
and then there’s 
rapper-turned-
actor 50 Cent aka 
Curtis Jackson 
who played the 
boys’ mentor 
Kanan Starks. 

But it’s not just 
the lads who have 
NW, er, power 

hungry, there’s 

50 Cent 
says the 

action will 
stop ater 

Season 
Seven

Ghost’s wifey 
Tasha (Naturi 

Naughton) helps 
run the family 

‘business’

our queens – bbecause itit, ththatat ddazazzlzliningg titiararaa iwiwillllll bbbee lplplananttetedddd iiiirmrmrmllylyly

THE BIG RU-VEAL
YAAASS QUEENS

How’s a girl to 
choose between 
Joseph, Omari 
and 50 Cent? 

#obsessed

TV
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at’s not to love
about a bunch
of struggling

isfits trying
to navigate the

world of women s wrestling in
the ’80s? The make-up is glam,
the outfits are flash and the
music is, like, so totally bitchin’!

When we le� theGLOW (which
stands for Gorgeous Ladies of
Wrestling, FYI) gals last season,

h
a
o
m
t

wworld of women’s

Let’s get ready to rumble, 
because Netflix’s big hit  
of 2017 is back for round
two! Let’s Glow, girls!  

the troupe had just  
taped the pilot for their 
wrestling TV show, Justine 
(Britt Baron) had finally 
told director Sam (Marc 
Maron) that she’s his 
daughter, Debbie (Betty 
Gilpin) decided she was 
willing to work on her 
struggling marriage to 
Mark (Rich Sommer) and  
fans were given a sliver of  

Can coach Sam 
convince Ruth 
and Debbie to 

play nice?

CHERRY
(Sydelle Noel)

JENNY
(Ellen Wong)

RHONDA
(Kate Nash)

MELROSE
(Jackie Tohn)

TAMME
(Kia Stevens)

SAM

RUTH

JUSTINE



NEW FACES

Joining the circus is 
Faking It’s Shakira 
Barrera, who plays 
Yolanda aka Yo-Yo
– a Mexican American
dancer/stripper and
“out-and-proud 
lesbian”. Could this 
be why sources say 
one character “has  
a sexual epiphany” 
this season?

There are also  
two new babies to 
take turns playing 
Debbie’s son Randy.
“We have two new 
twins this year, 
Kyler and Kaleb,”
says Betty. “They’re a
They’re nuanced and bringing a
fresh new energy to things we do

BFFS AT WAR

The old cast are still bringing the 
dramz. And the feud between 
Debbie and Ruth – who had an 
afair with Debbie’s hubby (OMG!)
– is still alive and well. 

“I am so in love with Betty Gilpin
as a person, so it’s comical and
also sort of devastating that our 
characters are so at odds on the 
show,” says Alison. “But how 
would you come back from 
something like that? Does Ruth 
deserve happiness? Can she have 
happiness while Debbie is still in 
her life? Can Debbie move on? I’m 
not sure what is fair or right. I know
that the characters have a deep 
love for one another, so I’m hoping
that they’ll get through it, but 
certainly it’s still a challenge that 
they’re facing in Season Two.”

And Alison, 35, says fans might 
still be waiting a while for the 
former pals to bury the hatchet.

“It’s two steps forward and one 
mile back,” she says of the feud. 
“Betty and I talk all the time that 
being on [the wrestling show] is 
important to Ruth and Debbie 
because they want to stay in each 
other’s life. That adds magic and 
depth – even in our darkest places,
we’re always playing that we love 
each other so much.”

DADDY ISSUES

“Season Two is about Sam and 
Justine figuring out how to make 

this father-daughter [dynamic]
work,” Britt says, adding to the
drama of the season. “She had her 
guard up [before] because she’s 
carrying this secret the entire time, 
so now it’s exciting to see her so�en 
up and be a kid. She’s only 16.” 

Britt also hints that Justine’s 
mother may make an appearance 
this season too. “Maybe! We’ll  
see,” she teases. 

LOVE IS IN THE AIR

Fans are also dying to know 
whether director Sam and wrestler 
Ruth will test out the crackling 
sexual tension between them. 

“I believe Marc and I have real 
chemistry [in real life], and the 
writers are super attuned to all  
the actors on the show and write 
to their strengths,” says Alison. 
“But really, Ruth and Debbie  
is the will-they-or-won’t-they  
of the show.”

And will they? We’ll have to  
wait to find out...

Glow Season Two drops 
Friday on Netflix

hope that former besties Debbie 
and Ruth Wilder (Alison Brie –  
yes, that is Dave Franco’s wifey) 
may be open to mending their  
broken friendship.

Now, NW’s giving you the, er, 
GLOW-down on Season Two, 

which, a�er the success of 
Season One, comes with 

massive expectations! 
“We pick up a couple weeks 

a�er Season One ended, and 
they’ve been picked up to 
series, and now it’s about 
them making the show and 

strangely about females 
finding their voices as creators 

and creatives behind the 
scenes,” says Betty. 
Oh, and it’s also about carnage  

in the ring! 

HAZARDS OF THE JOB

While the cast took wrestling 
lessons for Season One, Betty says 
preparing for Season Two was 
even more intense as the actresses 
were required to attend a gruelling 
month-long wrestling boot camp. 

But not even that intensity of 
training was enough to prevent 
injury! Yep, Betty, 31, was still 
sufering from a concussion that 
she sustained while filming when 
she attended the SAG Awards in 
January – where the show was up 

for best ensemble cast, FYI!  
“I just had a wrestling match 

with a character that won’t  
be named, and a week later  
I still feel like my soul was  

in a five-car pileup 
accident,” she 

explains. “I love it 
– [but] I mean, it 

does feel like 6000 
car accidents in 

an hour [and]  
I feel 60 to 70 
years older 
than when I 
started GLOW... 
All of my bones 

make sounds now, 
and I might die five 
years earlier than if  
I never got this job.” 

And this season, 
things really get rough, 
with on-set spies 
revealing one of the 
wrestlers even gets 
injured in the ring!

n 

amazing.
d b i i

”

n 

thi f th d ht [d i ]

‘You just feel like  
a superhero when 

you wrestle,’ 
reveals Betty

‘Debbie is always 
on the verge of 

screaming naked 
in the street,’ 

Betty says of her 
fiery character

DEBBIE

SHEILA-THE-
SHE-WOLF

(Gayle Rankin)

REGGIE
(Marianna Palka)

ARTHIE
(Sunita Mari)



YEP, WE SEE YOU!

Lea puts  
Bradley’s 
new plugs 
to the test

Ed’s got 
himself 
a copycat

London

The cat’s finally out  
of the bag! Madame 
Tussauds have unveiled 
their newest wax figure –  

in the shape of Ed Sheeran! 
The singer’s waxy twin  
is currently on display  
at London’s first-ever cat  
cafe in celebration of his 
love for all things feline. 

WHERE

WHAT

New York City

Bradley Cooper 
has a little hair-raiser 
on his hands... literally! 
The actor’s baby girl 
Lea plays a game of  
tug of war with his 
locks as they enjoy  
a daddy-daughter 
stroll around the West 
Village. Soz BCoops, 
but we guess she’s just 
not that into your ’do... 

WHERE

WHAT

spy

‘Us gingers 

have to stick 

together’

‘I look purrfect!’

‘Want some, 

Jay-Z?’

‘Did you 

super glue this 

thing on?’

‘Stop pulling 
daddy’s weave’ 

‘I thought Bey would be 
here’
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New York City 

She might stand at just 152cm (stilettos  
not included!) but Jada Pinkett Smith doesn’t 
let that stop her getting jiggy with rappers 
Michael and Kwame Grayson – aka the Twin 
Towers – who are a whopping 205cm-tall! 

WHERE

WHAT

Don’t worry, Jada – 
size never matters! 

‘Watch your teeth, babe’

‘You can call us Mr Big’

Demi’s 
dancers 
really 
dive in

Glasgow, 
Scotland 

Demi Lovato is 
sorry not sorry 
about sharing  
a very intimate 
moment with one 
of her dancers  
as she returns to 
the stage for the 
first time ater 
cancelling a string 
of shows due  
to her swollen  
vocal cords.

WHERE

WHAT

‘Good things 
come in small 
packages!’

When life gives 
Jaime lemons...

Beverly Hills, Los 
Angeles 

Move aside Beyonce, 
Jaime King’s now the one 
spruiking lemonade.  
The actress helps her 
adorbs sons James and 
Leo Newman sell the 
homemade beverage as 
part of the Country Time 
Lemonade campaign, 
which is working to save 
kids’ lemonade stands 
being shut down due to  
a lack of permits. We’ll 
take two to go, thanks!

WHERE

WHAT

‘I’m saaaah 

bored’



Becaus w k h
much

Clearly
Kenny had
something
she wanted 

to get of 
her chest

apologies for
living her best life

– or her $355
million fortune!

‘Yes, my hair is full ofsecrets’

‘I’M RICH & HO
CATHERINE ZETA-JONES

GET OVER IT!’
If only we had Catherine Zeta-Jones’s
First-World problems! The Oscar winner 

and card-carrying diva is saaah over 
having to, like, apologise for being 

super rich and really pretty.
“I’m sick of being humble,”  

Mrs Michael Douglas sniped  
to The Mirror last week. “So 

sorry I’m rich, so sorry I’m 
married to a movie star,  

o sorry I’m not so bad 
ooking. No sorrys. 

Enough.” Tell us how 
you really feel, 

hun! 

We have no doubt who inspired Lady
Gaga’s latest makeover – it’s got Gwen 
Stefani written all over it! Yep, Mother 

Monster looked like a carbon copy of the 
Hollaback Girl as she attended the MTV 

Movie & TV Awards in LA on June 19.

CZJ makes no
apologies for

so
lo

Kenny

e we know how
you love your
goss

GAGA’S

‘Bish stole my look!’
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JUDE’S TAKEN UP, ER,

How many cans of hairspray did
it take to make Kendall Jenner and  
Bella Hadid’s OTT hairdos for their  

Squared advert? Who knows  
we’re loving the voluminous  
the gal pals rock in the high 
n cowgirl campaign. 
not the first time Kendall’s  

ne all big hair don’t care. She 
cked a tall wig for a Love mag 
over back in 2014 while Bels  
s always keen for some towering 
esses. “I love to try trends from 
’60s and ’70s – but still keep my 

look modern and young,” she says.
Werk it, girls! P

h
o

to
s:
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n
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g
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n
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u
a
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The Rollercoaster Of Love
NAYA & RYAN
Nearly two years

ater she first
filed papers, Glee
star Naya Rivera

has finalised
her divorce from

Ryan Dorsey.
The former

couple
have

agreed 
to share 

joint 
custody of 
their son 

Josey, two, 
while Naya 

will be 
keeping 

her 
$100,000 
wedding 

ring. 

SEAN &
NATASHA

OMG – Kirk is getting
married!GilmoreGirls

actor Sean Gunn,
who played Stars

Hollow’s resident
jack-of-all-trades

Kirk, proposed
to his actress

girlfriend
Natasha Halevi 
while on vacay 

in Japan last 
week. The 

couple began 
dating last 

year. Congrats 
guys! 

IN LOVE NEEDS WORK IT’S OFF

LOVE KEY

Bel’s new ’do is
unbe-weave-

able!

Hey Jude – we’ll
happily give you a

push if you need one!

The 
actor’s
a total
swing
hog! 

Up, up  
and away! 

‘Just call me 

Dolly Parton, 

y’all!’

‘I’m so high right now!’

SWINGING!

The higher the hair,  
the closer to the (fashion) 
Gods, right ladies?

He’s had quite the reputation as  
a player over the years so it’s only fitting 
then that Jude Law’s now spending  
his spare time in playgrounds. 

The DILF looked to be having the  
time of his life as he hit up a park in  
his native England last week. 

Well, as a dad of five, we guess the 
actor’s got to get his thrills where he  
can these days. You do you, Jude!

OR GO 
HOME!

 & Bella

ella
new D
– but w
locks t
farshu

It’s
gon

ro
co
is
tr

the
look m

ZARA & MIKE
Two years ater sufering 

a miscarriage, the 
Queen’s granddaughter 
Zara Tindall has safely 

welcomed her 
second daughter 

with hubby 
Mike. The new 

addition –  
who joins the 
couple’s eldest 

child Mia – arrived 
on June 18 

weighing 4.1kg.  
At press time her 
name had yet to 

be revealed. 

‘Weeeee!’
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MsNyongolovestaking
aturnon thered carpet!

 
SPIN 

DOCTOR
Everything was coming

up roses when Lupita
showed u g

flawless in
Prada
Canne

g
a flowy pink 
frock at
s in May.

 
SWISH 

SWISH BISH!
The fashionista 

earned her style stripes 
in Elie Saab at the  

SAG Awards in 
January 2015.

 
MOVES 

LIKE OSCAR
Looking lovely in pale 

blue Prada, the 12 Years  

A Slave actress got her 
groove on ater winning 

her Oscar for Best 
Supporting Actress 

in 2014.

They said

WHAT?!

 
“That’s because you 

wear dresses like that.”
Rihanna’s savage explanation a�er her 

Ocean’s 8 co-star Helena Bonham 
Carter revealed she’s never been 

invited to the Met Gala!

 

 
“Why don’t you jus

out of my womb? Like, get
out of my uterus. What are you

doing in there?”
Tracee Ellis Ross, 45, wants you to know  

she’s fed up with being asked if  
she’s ever going to have kids.

Ms Nyong’o lovestaking

Twirl,Lupita,

twirl!

Yaaa� kw�n!

‘I feel  

dizzy’

 
  

told him, ‘My 
only stipulation? I wanna do 

it with you as your character in 
What’s Eating Gilbert Grape.’”

Girls Trip star Tifany Haddish says  
she once asked Leonardo Dicpario  

if he’d “let her hit that”  
– on one condition...

st get
ke get



 
PURPLE 

REIGN
Lu was the queen of the 
carpet when she gave a 

flick of her regal Versace 
gown at the Hollywood 

premiere of Black 
Panther in 
January.

 

MATERIAL 
GIRL

She let us com-pleat-ly 
green with envy in this 

Gucci gem at the 
Cannes Film Festival 

in May 2015.

... Sutton Foster played Sandy in Grease?! 

Before she was deciding whether or not 

she was on #TeamCharles or #TeamJosh, 

the Younger star was hopelessly devoted 

to Danny Zuko when she starred in  

a production of the classic musical.  

PS – she hasn’t aged one bit!

WHICH

AIDAN SHAW  

32%
The dog-loving carpenter 

who got Carrie to quit 
smoking. We thought  

it was a Shaw thing  
she’d end up with him!

TREY  
MACDOUGAL  

0%
Charlotte’s first 
hubby looked  

good on paper but 
was bad in bed

STEVE BRADY  

4%
The bartender Miranda 

had a baby with and 
moved to Brooklyn for

MR BIG  

12%
He was the master of grand 

gestures – both big and small

JACK BERGER 

0%
The writer who thinks it’s 
totes OK to break-up with 

someone on a Post-it! 

SMITH JERROD

20%
The Absolut hunk managed  

to tame man-eater Samantha

HARRY 
GOLDENBLATT

32%
The bald legal-eagle  

was such a catch  
Char converted to  
Judaism for him

ALEKSANDR 
PETROVSKY  

0%
The self-involved  

Russian ‘artiste’ who  
took Carrie to Paris

g

BOYFRIEND

WAS THE 

BEST?

‘I’m 
spinning 

around...’

‘If it ain’t broke...’

On the show’s 20th 
anniversary, we polled 100 

fans to see which of the girls’ 
guys came out on top
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It ’s o ish

We’ve reached peak
dadcore* thanks to the 
fashionistas who keep

ing fugly sneakg g y ers

Repeat
OFFENDER

GIGI HADID
No-one loves  

to rock an ugly 
shoe more than 
Gigi! Indeed, the 

model can’t 
seem to leave 

the house 
without her 

go-to platform 
dad sneakers. 

Time to stage an 
intervention!

THE UGLY SH

TREND JUST

      WON’T DIE

WHO’
YOUR

They fathered some of  
the biggest names on t
planet, but can you pair
dads with their celeb o

A
n

sw
e

rs
:1

:A
;2

:F
;3

:D
; 4

:E
; 5

:B
;6

:C

A B

C

E F

His daughter puts in a 
lot of work, work, work

This dad isn’t bothered 
by his kid’s reputation

This Aussie DILF’s son  
is good with a hammer

We can thank this man 
for raising Romeo 

He taught his girl how to 
hustle, American-style!

His sassy kid is making  
a lot of money moves

5 6

3 4

1 2

RIHANNA
JENNIFER  

LAWRENCE

CARDI B CHRIS  

HEMSWORTH

LEONARDO 

DICAPRIO

TAYLOR 

SWIFT

*FYI “dadcore” 

is a term coined by 

Vogue for the current 

look that’s inspired  

by the wardrobe of 

men who gave up on 

style when they 

became dads
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BELLA HADID
Like her famous pals, 

Bels marches  

to the beat of her  

own drum in her  

chunky trainers.

 

KIM KARDASHIAN

One of the first stars to keep up  

with the tragic trainers trend,  

the star’s been stomping across the 

globe in a variety of ugly footwear, 

namely by her hubby Kanye West. 

Whatever floats your boat, Kimmy!

KENDALL
JENNER 
Questionable 
taste clearly 

runs in the klan 
as anything 

Kimmy rocks, 
Kenny does  

too! Yep, the 
supermodel also 
loves the Yeezy 

Wave runner.

HOE
T  
E!

WEEK  

NUM3ER5
` h

The amount
Justin Bieber’s
music streaming
increased on
Australian
Spotify ater
his nude pics
leaked online
in August 2015.

600%

The number 
of minutes 
Avatar 2 star 
Kate Winslet 
can hold  
her breath 
underwater, 
according  
to the film’s 
director 
James 
Cameron.

P
h
o
to
s:
In
st
a
g
ra
m

THIS WEEKIN...
CUTEKIDS OF 
INSTAGRAMIINNSTTAAGRRAAM

h
KIM 

KARDASHIAN’s 
son Saint is 

totes adorbs 
with his little 

man bun

OLIVIA 
WILDE’s 
baby girl 
Daisy is 
melting 

hearts with 
her cheeky 

smile

‘Helm
hair,
don’t
care

NEW ’DO!

Irina’s

met

’t
!’

Did Bradley Cooper’s babymamma find
inspo for her new lob from these famous
movie characters? Er, locks like it!

HAIR-RAISING

LORD FARQUAAD

LLOYD CHRISTMAS

RD FARQUAA

from Shrek

OYD

from Dumb 
   And Dumber



She doesn’t have the best track record when
it comes to love. But 13 years ago, Jennifer Aniston

was convinced she’d found The One in Vince Vaughn,  
ater falling for him when they shot their romcom The 
Break-Up earlier that year. Elsewhere, Jen’s ex-hubby  

Brad Pitt and his then-partner Angelina Jolie were  
eager to give their almost-four-year-old son Maddox  

a sibling – which they’d eventually do five times over! – 
while Big Brother Australia stars Glenn, Dean and Hotdogs 

got the nation riled up with their ofensive antics. 

Bruce Willis and Demi Moore s divorce
was the talk of Tinseltown, and we were

going cray-cray for ski wear. Cringe!

The nineties and
noughties were
a melting pot of

diferent hairstyles 
– so natch we  

pulled together  
a collection of the 
star’s worst ’do’s 

for your pleasure.  
We also  

revealed that 
Winona Ryder was 

secretly dating  
Sex And The City 
hunk Chris Noth, 
AKA Mr Big. Look 

away, Carrie! 

NW is always first
to reveal the

latest hook-ups
in Hollywood  

and we did just 
that with Cameron 

Diaz and Justin 
Timberlake’s 

red-hot romance. 
Elsewhere, we 

highlighted 
botched celeb 
surgeries and 

slipped between 
the sheets with  

Big Brother hottie 
Saxon. Ah, 
memories!

mi Moore’s divorce

1998

The nineties and

2000
NWN is always firstW

2003

CELEBRATING25 YEARS 
  NWF

THIS  
WEEK  
IN...
20052005



Fall in love with

Flamingo Bingo

one in st
ySCRAT

CH

in VIC in NSW & ACT in QLD, TAS & NT in SA

Don’t chase your losses. Walk away. Gamble responsibly.

Think! About your choices. Call Gambling Help 1800 858 858 
www.gamblinghelp.nsw.gov.au

Multiple winnings only apply for some prizes.
The highest amount that can be won on this ticket is $50,000.
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